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Hermès presented its ‘Wanderland’ exhibition devoted to the quintessentially Parisian theme of 
flânerie – aimless city strolling – on the Seine quayside, at the foot of the Musée d’Orsay, from 18 
September to 5 October 2015. A stroll through Paris is an increasingly rare pleasure in these rushed 
times, and yet it can be so rewarding to set off on a desultory exploration to glimpse, to share and 
to experience the lovely city once known as Lutetia.  
The flâneur discovers Paris through its smells; its ebb and flow; its ever-shifting landscape. Paris is 
a city in flux, constantly innovating, and nowhere more so than in its architecture and design. Baron 
Haussmann’s renovation from 1852 to 1870 transformed the French capital’s architectural 
landscape, modifying every aspect of its urban planning, both in the heart of Paris and its outlying 
districts: the streets and boulevards, building façades, green spaces, street furniture, sewers and 
the water supply system, public facilities and monuments. A similar reinvention is currently 
underway. Paris is one big open-air architectural museum. The city leads the world in this area, 
insouciantly mixing historical Haussmannian architecture (Haussmann called on renowned architects 
to design such buildings as the Gare de Lyon, the Opéra Garnier, and the two symmetrical theatres 
on Place du Chatelet) with bold creations (the refurbishment of Place de la République, the project 
to cover the ring road, etc.) and contemporary architectural styles. In 2014, the Fondation Louis 
Vuitton pour l’art contemporain opened inside the Jardin d’Acclimatation, while the Philharmonie 
de Paris was inaugurated in January 2015. Other large-scale projects will be completed in the mid-
to-long term. The Canopée at Les Halles is expected to be complete in April 2016; the ‘Valley of 
Culture’ on the Ile Seguin is to open in 2016/2017. New districts, parks and public spaces are being 
created, like the Berges de Seine riverside promenade and the new-look Parc André-Citroën from 
Patrick Berger, Jean-François Jodry and Jean-Paul Viguier. More and more eco-districts are cropping 
up in Paris, and ever closer ties are being forged with the city’s suburbs. In the long term, these 
include transport initiatives such as the extension of existing lines (Line 14) and the creation of new 
ones (Lines 15, 16 and 17). Greater Paris is increasingly becoming a reality. The project aims to 
transform the Paris conurbation into a leading 21st-century European and international metropolis. 
The objective is to enhance inhabitants’ quality of life, give every area of the conurbation fair and 
equitable treatment, and build a sustainable city. Within Paris proper, work continues to renovate 
iconic museums (the Musée Galliera, the Musée Picasso, the Musée de Cluny), major monuments 
(the Eiffel Tower, the Grand Palais), and historic leisure sites (the Molitor swimming pool, the 
Vincennes Zoo). Paris also has new shopping centres, super-size cinema multiplexes, and a 
foundation devoted to cinema. The city is an exciting showcase for architecture: the renovation of 
its buildings and districts bear the signature of leading architects. Paris is at the cutting edge of 
design in its street furniture, restaurants, hotels, shops, galleries, and increasingly numerous design 
showrooms. The Cité de la mode et du design puts the focus firmly on contemporary design, while 
the Designer’s Days, Maison&Objet, Paris Design Week, Paris Déco off and Révélations have become 
significant events on the international design calendar. And, for fans of the architectural and design 
history of Paris, there are regularly updated and often unusual itineraries through the city. 
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IN FOCUS  
 
> The Fondation Louis Vuitton pour l’art contemporain at the Jardin 
d’Acclimatation  
 
The architect Frank O. Gehry, who is internationally renowned for creations like the Guggenheim in 
Bilbao and the New York Tower, has designed a building with a myriad of sloping glass petals to 
house this contemporary art foundation. The curving, transparent shapes of the museum extend 
over 6,000 m2 inside the Jardin d’acclimatation, which is managed by the LVMH group. The building 
is an extraordinarily innovative feat of architecture in its use of glass. The material has been 
fashioned in such a way as to make it possible to curve each of the 3,600 panes to the nearest 
millimeter on the building’s 12 glass ‘sails’. The result is a light, airy, poetic structure. In the 
coming years, it will be surrounded by beautifully landscaped parkland (some 90 trees are currently 
being planted). The foundation displays the LVMH group’s collections of contemporary art, and 
hosts exhibitions bringing together the best of the international contemporary art scene. 
 

Fondation Louis-Vuitton Jardin d’acclimatation, bois de Boulogne, Paris 16th – M° Porte-d’Auteuil 
www.fondationlouisvuitton.fr 

 

> Shopping centres get a makeover 
 
In 2013, several large shopping centres with distinctive architecture were built or revamped in and 
around Paris, giving a new look to the Parisian shopping scene. Paris and its inner suburbs have 
acquired 327,000 m2 of new retail surface area over the past four years. 
 
For the Trois quartiers building, now known as Le Madeleine, the architects Laurent Goudchaux 
and Sébastien Segers were commissioned to raze the existing shops, place all the retail lots on a 
single floor, transform the public circulation space and move access to the offices to a new 
entrance lobby. They returned the façade of the building (originally designed by the architect Louis 
Faure-Dujarrie), constructed in 1932 to house one of Paris’s first department stores, to its original 
splendour. The famous designer Ora Ïto was commissioned to renovate part of the Le Madeleine 
building. He designed the entrance to the offices, moving it by 16 m and placing a 7-m-high wooden 
totem in front of it to make it easy to spot. 
 

The Beaugrenelle shopping centre in the 15th 
arrondissement opened in October 2013. An 
impressive place, it has 120 ready-to-wear 
shops, eateries and leisure facilities in a light 
and airy modern building signed Valode & 
Pistre. Two glass prows enhanced with 
metallic meshing (separated by Rue Linois) 
are lit up at night, and offer an exceptional 
view of the river. The environment-friendly 
Beaugrenelle also has a roof garden created 
by the Raphia landscape architecture cabinet, 
with 700 m² devoted to community gardening.  
The Aéroville shopping centre opened in 
October 2013 at the far end of the runways at 

Roissy Charles de Gaulle airport. It is already reputed to be the biggest single-storey shopping 
centre in Europe: the first of its kind in France. Designed to provide a smooth, enjoyable shopping 
experience, it is a veritable lifestyle venue juxtaposing the airport. This 110,000 m2 avant-garde 
building has more than 200 shops: a new Marks & Spencer, 30-odd restaurants, an Auchan 
hypermarket and the first Corp Live, a new 12-screen concept cinema. The architect Philippe 
Chiambaretta designed a ‘town building’, with streets 11 to 13 metres wide and ‘urban’ squares. 
The concept draws from the design of airport terminal buildings and passenger boarding bridges to 
create the walls of an imaginary town with large blocks of varying heights. The interior design, by

http://www.fondationlouisvuitton.fr/
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Saguez&Partners, offers five different atmospheres – African, Balinese, Japanese and Scandinavian, 
plus the Terminal Cook, a restaurant hub. Each of these spaces features specific materials, like oak, 
bamboo and Carrara marble.  
 
The One Nation Paris outlet centre opened in December 2014. This building housing 112 fashion and 
luxury boutiques is a mere 30 minutes away from Paris. It has a glass roof and a metal structure 
inspired by the architecture of Gustave Eiffel. The interior decor and layout are dotted with 
elements celebrating fashion, and spacious indoor French-style gardens recalling Versailles. All 
these shopping centres are part of a new approach to urban planning. Located in and around Paris, 
they are lively places with attractive, often avant-garde architecture, designed to compete actively 
against the spread of online shopping. 
 

Le Madeleine 23 boulevard de la Madeleine, Paris 8th – M° Madeleine.  
Centre Commercial Beaugrenelle 12-14-16 rue Linois, Paris 15th - M° Bir-Hakeim/Charles 
Michel/Javel – www.beaugrenelle-paris.com 
One Nation Paris 1 avenue du Président-John-Fitzgerald-Kennedy, 78340 Les Clayes-sous-Bois - 
www.onenation.fr  
So Ouest 31 rue d’Alsace, 92300 Levallois – M° Louise-Michel – www.soouest.com 
Aeroville rue des Buissons, 95700 Roissy-en-France – www.aeroville.com 

New Qwartz 4 Boulevard Gallieni, 92390 Villeneuve-la-Garenne - www.qwartz-92.com 

 

 
STROLLING AND CYCLING AROUND THE CITY 
 
One of the challenges of a 21st-century capital is to provide both residents and visitors with 
emblematic spaces to satisfy two of their basic requirements: beauty and peaceful coexistence. In 
Paris, this is the result of well-thought-out, often daring architecture, with landscaping that favours 
the rise of neighbourhood living.  
 

> Along the quays  
 
On the Left Bank, a 2.3 km stretch has been 
closed to car traffic, to the delight of 
pedestrians. Between the Musée d’Orsay 
and the Port du Gros Caillou, more than 
4.5 hectares are given over to culture, sport 
and walks, for all the family. Parisians and 
visitors will appreciate the upcoming 
changes on the Right Bank even more. With 
widened pavements over a 1.2-km quayside 
strip between the esplanade at the Hôtel de 
Ville (Paris City Hall)  and the Quai Henri IV, 
the Right Bank is now accessible on foot 
and by bicycle. Walkers and cyclists can 
move freely from one bank to another by 
crossing the Debilly or the Léopold Sédar 

Senghor footbridges over the river. And there is a project in the pipeline to convert another 3.3 km 
of the quayside into a pedestrianized stretch running from the Tuileries tunnel to the Port de 
l’Arsenal. The current Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo, is committed to the City’s project to reclaim 
the quayside on the right bank of the Seine. And so the lower quays will become car-free after the 
2016 edition of Paris Plages. They will be transformed into a 4.5-hectare stretch of parkland with 
street furniture, sporting facilities, children’s playgrounds, refreshment kiosks, vegetable sellers 
and so on. The tunnel could be turned into a promenade, a set of cultural venues or even a 
nightclub. Whatever the outcome, these will be lightweight structures, easy to dismount in the 
event of flooding.  
 

http://www.soouest.com/
http://www.aeroville.com/
http://www.qwartz-92.com/
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 Berges de Seine - www.bergesdeseine.paris.fr 

 
Opened in 1992, the Parc André-Citroën is a landmark among Paris parks and gardens in terms of 
landscape architecture and suitability for local residents to gather and mingle. In the summer of 
2014, a 10,100 m2 extension initiated by the Paris City Council was carried out between the park, 
the Rue Leblanc and the Le Ponant building in the initial spirit of the park by architects P. Berger, 
J-P. Viguier and J-F. Jodry, and landscape designers G. Clément and A. Provost. They have created 
wide lawns, a plant roof, an activity area and a quayside area, as well as play areas for children and 
adolescents, a sun deck on the quayside, places to relax and socialize, and a refreshment kiosk.  
 

 
Parc André Citroën 2 rue Cauchy, Paris 15th  

 
> Reclaiming Paris squares 
 
An instant hit with pedestrians after its renovation, the new Place de la République is one of the 
finest examples of successfully reclaiming public space. After a year and a half of work, this 
previously noisy crossroads with lots of traffic has become a popular place for strolling, 
rollerblading, reading or simply daydreaming. The renovation project by the TVK agency (Pierre-
Alain Trevelo and Antoine Viger-Kolher) has provided 50% more space for pedestrians, with a tree-
filled promenade along one side of the square dotted with chairs and tables, as well as a water 
feature with fountains on hot days. Boosted by the success of this initiative, the City of Paris has 
made reclaiming urban spaces a priority feature of its policy. Creating peaceful public spaces, 
sharing street space more fairly with pedestrians and green modes of transport, and enhancing 
green spaces: these are among the city council’s ambitious plans, with the aim of turning Paris into 
a pleasant, harmonious and sustainable capital. The goal is to come up with new ways to use public 
space, and help residents rethink their habits. As part of this vast project to beautify public spaces, 
7 historical and highly symbolic Paris squares will serve as grounds for experimentation: 
Bastille, Fête, Gambetta, Italie, Madeleine, Nation and Panthéon. In drawing up its plans, the city 
council has launched its biggest-ever programme to solicit input from residents in order to 
understand their needs. Following an online questionnaire on the participatory platform idee.paris 
until 25 September 2015, the contributions are now being analyzed. Details of how these projects 
are shaping up are available on the website paris.fr. 
 

Place de la République Paris 10th – M° République – www.placedelarepublique.paris.fr 

www.paris.fr 

 
> The ‘Canopée’ soon to be unveiled  
 
The project for the much-awaited redevelopment of the Les Halles Canopée in central Paris, 
directed by architect David Mangin, is due to be completed in April. This enormous project 
comprises public spaces and gardens, a transport hub and the famous ‘Canopée’ (Canopy) that will 
house two buildings with shops and public facilities, as well as a central patio. This gigantic 
structure of undulating glass extending over 25,000 m2 will serve as a new roof. Sunlight will filter 
through it to the redesigned shopping centre and totally refurbished public circulation spaces. The 
renovation of the RER station is also planned: the concourse will be 50% larger, new access points to 
the station will be created, and the areas connecting the different lines will be redesigned. This 
new nerve centre of the city will also be greener, with the 4-hectare Nelson Mandela garden. 

 

www.parisleshalles.fr 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.placedelarepublique.paris.fr/
http://www.paris.fr/
http://www.parisleshalles.fr/
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A new green space at Roland Garros 
 
There is good news for sport lovers and people who enjoy taking a stroll in green spaces. Place des 
Mousquetaires, the circular courtyard at Roland Garros, is being extended as part of the   
revamp of the stadium. Redesigned by the architecture firm Chaix & Morel et associés into a huge, 
greenery-filled esplanade nearly a hectare in size, the new Place des Mousquetaires will give the 
stadium a more airy, open feel, and make it easier for spectators to get around during the 
tournament, especially between the day sessions and night sessions. A giant screen at the eastern 
end of the central court will enable visitors to watch the matches live during the entire 15-day 
tournament. During the rest of the year (except during the tournament), the esplanade will be open 
to the public, like any other Paris square. It will provide the district with nearly a hectare of new 
green space. 
 

NEW! Stade Roland Garros 2 avenue Gordon Bennett, Paris 16th – M° Porte d’Auteuil – 
www.rolandgarros.com 

 
 
> The Longchamp renovation: galloping ahead 
 
‘The renovation of the Longchamp racecourse is intended to ensure that it maintains its place – both 
in Greater Paris and on the international scene – as one of the world’s major racecourses,’ explains 
Dominique Perrault, the architect in charge. ‘The project proposes to dismantle all the stands 
dating from the 1960s and replace them with a single stand, which is both more compact and more 
functional. The buildings housing support services for the races, which are currently scattered 
around the site, will also be demolished to be rebuilt as pavilions. And the historic buildings at the 
racecourse will be renovated. The architectural revamp of the stand is going ahead at a gallop. My 
job consists of creating a more natural space, so as to encourage future planting, and a more 
sustainable space encouraging the use of renewable energy. Longchamp will be a model of 
environment-friendliness; it will meet the objectives of the Paris city council’s climate plan.’ 
 

NEW! Hippodrome de Longchamp 2 route des Tribunes, Paris 16th – M° Porte d’Auteuil - 

www.france-galop.com 

 
 

> The refurbishment of the Eiffel Tower  
 
Previous work on the first floor of this world-famous attraction dated back 30 years, so it was time 
for a few renovations! Since 2010, under the direction of the Moatti-Rivière architecture firm, the 
first floor has been redesigned to become one of the most spectacular and attractive places in 
Paris, perched at a height of 57 metres above the city. Technical standards are being brought up to 
date, the rooms and pavilions (reception and conference rooms, restaurant, shop) are being 
redesigned, and the creation of an entertaining, instructive museum trail is on the cards. The 
innovative new glass floor makes visitors feel as if they are suspended in air as they look down on 
Paris. Accessible to all, the first floor level is designed to meet new sustainability-related building 
standards: LED lighting and solar energy, wind power, etc. to improve the tower’s energy 
performance. An entertaining and thrilling experience for visitors. 
 

Eiffel Tower Champ de Mars 5 av Anatole-France, Paris 7th – M° Bir Hakeim - www.tour-eiffel.fr 

 
New trends 

 
> Museums are getting a makeover 
 
In a now well-established trend, state-owned museums in Paris – symbols of the wealth of French 
heritage and culture – are renovating not only their architecture, but also the conception of their 

http://www.rolandgarros.com/
http://www.france-galop.com/
http://www.tour-eiffel.fr/
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refurbishment of its own museums by 2020. No fewer than 10 large-scanned renovations are planned 
in the 14 municipal museums. Two key projects are the renovation of the Musée Carnavalet, which   
tells the story of Paris, and the moving of the Musée Jean Moulin (Musée du Général Leclerc de 
Hauteclocque et de la Libération de Paris) to a new site. 
 
The Musée Zadkine was the first one to be renovated, in 2012, and many others have since 
followed suit. The reopening of the Palais Galliera was one of the highlights of the city’s autumn 
2013 cultural calendar. The building is now accessible to all. The rooms and offices have been 
renovated, and the technical equipment modernized. The renovation, which began in 2009, has also 
brought safety standards at the 19th-century building up to date, and further embellished this lavish 
gem of neo-Renaissance architecture (courtyard, wings, bays and sculptures). 
 
The much-awaited reopening of the Musée Picasso took place on 24 October 2014. Housed in the 
Hôtel Salé, a mansion house in the Marais, the museum was refurbished by architects Jean-François 
Bodin (Bodin & Associés) and Stéphane Thouin, architect in chief of the Monuments Historiques, in 
the spirit of the original design by Roland Simounet. They restored the decor of the hall and the 
grand staircase, remodeled and repaved the main courtyard, renovated the window frames and 
windows, restored the ‘Communs’ terrace and the roofing, and improved the lighting on the grand 
staircase. The surface area devoted to the collections and to the organization of temporary 
exhibitions has been tripled to provide 5,700 m2 of exhibition space. 5,000 works, 200,000 items 
from personal archives and the private collection of Pablo Picasso are presented over the five levels 
of the building.  
 
The Musée de Montmartre a few steps from Place du Tertre – a witness to Parisian artistic life at 
the end of the 19th century – has opened one of its finest treasures to the public. The museum, an 
ensemble of 17th and 18th century buildings and three gardens with a view of the ‘Clos Montmartre’ 
vines, reopened in October 2014. It has opened the studio apartment of Suzanne Valadon (a French 
painter of bohemian Paris), located on its premises, to the public for the first time. There is also a 
new tea room.  
 
Located between the Bibliothèque nationale, the Gare de Lyon and the Gare d’Austerlitz, the 
Docks-Cité de la mode et du design opened in 2012. It now houses the Art Ludique-Musée, which 
introduces children to art. The Cité – in an early 20th-century building revisited by architects Jakob 
and MacFarlane, who added an eye-catching green tubular structure to the façade – also houses the 
fashion school Institut Français de la Mode, the rooftop multi-disciplinary space Wanderlust, etc. 
 
Mediaeval art enthusiasts will be glad to hear that the Musée de Cluny, the museum of the Middle 
Ages, has had a makeover. Its rooms, redesigned by the architect in chief of the Monuments 
historiques Paul Barnoud, are once again open to the public. The tapestries have left the semi-
obscurity of the rotunda and are now exhibited in a rectangular room designed to look like a 
medieval state room. The walls, painted slate blue, highlight these tapestries, which have been 
described as ‘a thousand flowers on a red backdrop’. The system of hanging the tapestries has been 
improved and the lighting is softer due to the use of LEDs, making the visit a more pleasant 
experience. An adapted ramp has been added to provide wheelchair access.  
 
 
The Hôtel de la Monnaie, a splendid building from the 17th and 18th centuries situated on Quai 
Conti, has been undergoing an extensive redevelopment programme since 2009, which should be 
completed in early 2017. This huge project has been entrusted to Philippe Prost, TECHNIP TPS and 
Roberto Ostinelli studio di architettura.  
The renovation of the Monnaie de Paris, dubbed ‘MétaLmorphoses’, will make it a building for 
people to walk through, and a tourist and commercial entity. It will have shops, art workshops, 
pedestrian streets and a 500 m² interior water garden, a bookshop on art and new museography. All 
of which should encourage Parisians and tourists to pay a visit to this symbolic institution – one of 
the oldest in France, and the foremost mint in Paris.  
 
Many museums have reopened or opened this past year. And the renovations and reopenings 
scheduled for the future are equally numerous and remarkable.  
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The Hôtel Biron, a 17th-century private 
mansion, has housed the Musée Rodin 
ever since it opened in 1919. The 
museum displays the world’s biggest 
collection of sculptures by Rodin. It 
reopened on 12 November 2015 after an 
extensive three-year renovation. Work 
included the refurbishment of the 
three-hectare park and exhibition 
rooms, complying with accessibility and 
security standards, the opening of new 
visit areas, and the complete renewal 
of the displays and layout. The works 
are now arranged in chronological 
order, with themed displays, in the 18 
rooms, and there is also a new space 

devoted to a graphic art collection. One of the rooms is a reconstruction of Rodin’s studio at the 
Hôtel Biron, where he lived from 1908 onwards. 
 
Opened in 1938, the Musée de l’Homme - an iconic building of the Paris of the avant-garde and 
ethnographic missions – reopened on 17 October 2015 after six and a half years of renovation work. 
The winner of the competition to redesign it was the agency Brochet-Lajus-Pueyo, associated with 
the Emmanuel Nebout architecture workshop and stage design agency Zen&dCo among others. The 
façades, created by Davioud in the 19th century and subsequently modified by Carlu in 1937, have 
been left untouched. Inside, however, the Passy wing of the Palais de Chaillot, which houses the 
Musée de l'Homme, has been totally revamped. Davioud’s glass ceiling, a listed feature, has been 
renovated. The exhibition spaces have been entirely redesigned to create the 2,500 m² Galerie de 
l'Homme and a 600 m² temporary exhibition space.  
 
Another much-anticipated project in the west of Paris is the Musée Albert-Kahn in Boulogne-
Billancourt. Known for its remarkable collection of 72,000 autochrome photographs, it is being 
refurbished by Japanese architect Kengo Kuma. Work has already begun, and the museum is 
scheduled to reopen in 2017. This is an unprecedented renovation project, with the creation of a 
new 2,300 m2 building and a Japanese tea room for up to 30 people. Nine other smaller buildings 
are being modified, and the Palmarium (palm house) greenhouses are being renovated. The 
extension of the exhibition spaces, the creation of a print museum, a 120-seater auditorium, and a 
restaurant for up to 60 guests are also part of the renovation project.  
 
The Musée Jean Moulin (Général Leclerc de Hauteclocque and the Liberation of Paris) is 
currently housed in a hard-to-access location above the Gare Montparnasse. The Paris City Council 
has therefore decided to move the museum to a more suitable location – the Pavillon Ledoux on 
Place Denfert-Rochereau (14th), above a passive defence shelter used by the command of Colonel 
Rol-Tanguy, the head of the FFI (French resistance fighters in the later stages of World War II). The 
square is significant because the French 2nd Armoured Division crossed it after entering the city 
through the Porte d’Orléans to liberate Paris. The collections will be displayed using current-day 
museography techniques, notably in terms of scenography, cultural mediation and digital 
technology. The museum is slated to reopen at its new location on a symbolic date – 25 August 
2019, the 75th anniversary of the Liberation of Paris.  
 
The Musée Bourdelle, where the sculptor Antoine Bourdelle worked, is one of the few surviving 
examples of a studio dating to the first wave of Montparnasse artists. After renovation, it reopened 
on 6 March 2015. The building’s façade and roof have been refurbished, and the layout of the 
interior spaces has been redesigned. The renovation work reinforced certain structures, rain-
proofed and draught-proofed the building, improved thermal insulation, and renovated the air 
handling equipment to ensure the collections are conserved in optimal conditions. Great care was 
taken to preserve the spirit of the existing studios. The Bourdelle family has kept the sculpture 
studio – the centrepiece of the museum – intact.  
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The 14 rooms devoted to the French Revolution at the Musée Carnavalet-Histoire de Paris 
reopened after renovation on 10 February 2015. The museum now extends over a surface area of 
nearly 14,000 m². Its collections – including the world’s oldest and most significant collection of 
works concerning the French Revolution – comprise 650,000 items, and draw 450,000 visitors on 
average each year. The restoration of this architectural gem involved installing a more easy-to-
follow chronological visitor trail with enriched audiovisual and digital content. Logistics areas, event 
venues, catering facilities, and a documentation unit for heritage and cultural research have also 
been added. 
 
A veritable maze in the bowels of the city, the Paris Catacombs began to be used towards the end 
of the 18th century. This ossuary 20 metres below ground contains the remains of 6 million 
Parisians, transferred here between the late 18th and mid-19th centuries. The attraction, drawing 
nearly 500,000 visitors each year, is a victim of its own success: the exit is far too small to handle 
the flow of visitors. The catacombs will soon benefit from an improved entrance, as well as a new 
exit located at 21 bis Avenue René Coty, to provide for a more pleasant visitor experience. Designed 
by the firm Yoonseux Architectes, the exit will also have new services (a shop and toilets). The new 
exit is scheduled for completion in the last quarter of 2016. This will be followed in 2019 by the 
opening of the renovated entrance: a more spacious area, providing detailed information about the 
catacombs (to open by August 2019). 
 

Musée Rodin 79 rue de Varenne, Paris 7th – M° Varenne -  www.musee-rodin.fr 
Musée de l’Homme Palais de Chaillot 17 place du Trocadéro, Paris 16th – M° Trocadéro – 
www.muséedelhomme.fr  
Musée Albert-Kahn 10-14 rue du Port, 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt - M° Boulogne-Pont-de-Saint-
Cloud – www.albert-kahn.hauts-de-seine.net 
Musée Picasso 5 rue de Thorigny, Paris 3rd – M° Saint-Sébastien-Froissart -  www.musee-picasso.fr  
Musée de Cluny 6 place Paul-Painlevé, Paris 5th – M° Cluny-La Sorbonne – www.musee-moyenage.fr 
Hôtel de la Monnaie de Paris 11 quai de Conti, Paris 6th – M° Pont-Neuf – www.monnaiedeparis.fr 
Musée Art Ludique Les Docks–Cité de la mode et du design 34 quai d’Austerlitz, Paris 13th –  
M° Gare-d’Austerlitz – www.paris-docks-en-seine.fr / www.artludique.com 
Palais Galliera, musée de la Mode de la Ville de Paris 10 avenue Pierre-Ier-de-Serbie, Paris 16th – 
M° Iéna – www.palaisgalliera.paris.fr/ 
www.collections.paris.fr 
Musée Carnavalet-Histoire de Paris - 16 rue Francs-Bourgeois – Paris 3rd – M° Saint-Paul 
Musée Bourdelle - 16-18 Rue Antoine Bourdelle - Paris 15th – M° Falguière www.bourdelle.paris.fr/ 
Catacombes, 1 avenue du Colonel Henri Rol-Tanguy – M° Denfert-Rochereau 
www.catacombes.paris.fr/ 

 

 
> Renovation of major historical monuments  
 
Along with its museums, major historical monuments in Paris and the surrounding region – symbols 
of French history, known throughout the world – are also undergoing important refurbishments.  
While the first floor of the Eiffel Tower is being renovated, the Grand Palais, a landmark for 1900s 
artwork and Universal Expositions, has been undergoing work over the last few years. After the 
opening of the south-east gallery in 2011 and the Salon d’Honneur and its glass ceiling in 2012, a 
comprehensive programme is planned to include, as of 2014, the renovation of the galleries, 
restoration of the balconies, production of a logistical platform and a thermal management system 
in the Nave. There are also plans to open a shop, a cafeteria and a bookshop. This ambitious project 
aims to make the Grand Palais a key venue for culture, open to other forms of art and mediation.  
Four teams of architects (three French and one Norwegian) were invited to submit proposals for the 
revamp. The Paris-based firm LAN Architecture won the design competition.  
 
 
 
 

http://www.musee-rodin.fr/
http://www.albert-kahn.hauts-de-seine.net/
http://www.musee-picasso.fr/
http://www.musee-moyenage.fr/
http://www.monnaiedeparis.fr/
http://www.paris-docks-en-seine.fr/
http://www.artludique.com/
http://www.collections.paris.fr/
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At Versailles, the architect Dominique 
Perrault was chosen (together with Frédéric 
Didier for the historical aspect) to redesign 
the 2,700 m2 expanse of the 19th-century 
Pavillon Dufour, located to the left of the 
palace entrance. New welcome areas, a 
200-seater auditorium on the second floor 
and a fine dining restaurant on the first 
level have already opened. 
 
To the east of Paris, the Basilique Saint-
Denis, the last resting place of French 
kings, is in a frenzy of restoration activity. 
The work undertaken by Jacques Moulin, 
the architect in charge of historical 
monuments, comprises replacing damaged 

stone with a desalinating process and cleaning up and repointing the façade. The three doorways 
are  being cleaned and restored. The central window will go back to its original size, and the rose 
clock face will be replaced and the polychrome restored. This embellished jewel was revealed in 
the basilica, which has stayed open throughout the renovation, in 2015.  
 
Another recent renovation in Paris: the Panthéon, a masterpiece by the architect Jacques-Germain 
Soufflot built at the end of the 18th century, one of the most ambitious construction projects of its 
time and one of the biggest in Europe. This vast restoration campaign run by the Centre des 
Monuments Nationaux, which began in January 2013, concerns the upper sections of the building, 
the peristyle, the interiors, the façade, and finally the outside grounds. The first stage focused on 
the cupola, skylight, and the drum and colonnade, and was completed in August 2015. 

 
Situated in the heart of Paris, the 
Poste du Louvre – a legendary 
24/7 post office – is France’s  
largest sorting office, receiving 
and delivering mail to Paris’s first 
four arrondissements. The 
ambitious renovation of this jewel 
in the property crown of French 
postal service La Poste – an 
example of Third Republic 
architecture, designed by Julien 
Guadet – has been entrusted to 
the architect Dominique Perrault. 
Besides modernizing the existing 
postal section, the project will 

transform the building into a mixed-use development comprising public facilities, offices, social 
housing, shops and even a hotel. After facing some delays, the renovation finally got underway in 
early 2016. It is expected to be complete in 2018. The work will restore the building to its original 
splendour while making it sustainable. On completion, it will be a space that is open and accessible 
to all Parisians.  
 

Panthéon place du Panthéon, Paris 5th – M° Cardinal-Lemoine/Luxembourg – 
www.pantheon.monuments-nationaux.fr 
Grand Palais 3 avenue du Général-Eisenhower, Paris 8th - M° Champs-Élysées-Clémenceau - Tel + 33 
(0)1 44 13 17 17 - www.grandpalais.fr 
Château de Versailles place d'Armes, 78000 Versailles – www.chateauversailles.fr 
Basilique Saint-Denis 1 rue de la Légion-d’Honneur, 93200 Saint-Denis – www.saint-

denis.monuments-nationaux.fr 

http://www.pantheon.monuments-nationaux.fr/
http://www.grandpalais.fr/
http://www.saint-denis.monuments-nationaux.fr/
http://www.saint-denis.monuments-nationaux.fr/
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 NEW! La Poste du Louvre, 50, rue du Louvre, Paris 1st – M° Louvre Rivoli 

 

Stylish insiders’ design haunts 
 
Once an emerging trend, concept boutiques and pop-up stores have now become a fixture on the 
Paris scene, putting zany creativity into eclectic selections of one-of-a-kind wares. They attract a 
young and trendy crowd, who hear about them by word of mouth. 
 

usagiと_ paris is an interdisciplinary space; an art gallery and boutique in one, where two different 
but complementary worlds meet – art and design; art objects and artworks. With a contemporary 

Japanese ethos, usagiと_ paris showcases a wide range of creative talent through designer-artist 
collaborations and exclusive collector editions. The gallery/boutique shows upcoming young artists 
and designers from Japan, France and elsewhere, with a strong focus on art and exchange. 
 

usagiと_ paris 32 rue Saint Roch, Paris 1st – M° Tuileries – www.usagigalerie.com 

 

‘When I was living in London, I found the city had this effervescence, this extraordinary creative 
energy – which I’m trying to preserve,’ says French furniture designer Victoria Wilmotte. ‘That’s 
why I decided to set up a new kind of workspace – an atelier, studio and exhibition venue rolled into 
one. It’s a place to play, explore, exchange and create.’ Wilmotte studied at the École Camando in 
Paris and the Royal College of Art in London. Her label VW is now a brand in its own right. She 
creates striking pieces, including for clients such as IKEA, Legrand, Equip’Hotel, Made in Design, La 
Redoute X Bensimon and Classicon. Her creations are displayed in her atelier/showroom. 

 
VW 30 quai des Célestins, Paris 4th – M° Pont Marie – victoriawilmotte.fr/ 

 
Since it launched in Melbourne in 1987, 
Aesop has produced high-quality natural 
plant-based skincare products, retailed in 
the brand’s own stores on four 
continents. They have a faithful 
following in France, and Paris in 
particular, where Aesop has just opened 
its fifth boutique, on Rue de Passy. All its 
other Paris stores were conceived by 
edgy designers and architects (Cigüe, 
Tackelbox architecture, Studio Ilse, etc.) 
who gave each store its own unique 
ethos, albeit with the Aesop hallmarks: a 
sense of calm, a warm welcome, and 
decor made up of soothing colours and 
the use of light wood and copper. For the 

Passy store, Aesop’s in-house designers did the decor, taking the brand’s usual care to blend into 
the neighbourhood. Luminous blue paint sets off the natural materials used in the store: the floor 
tiles, marble shelving and 300 kg rough-hewn stone sink.  
 

AESOP 16 rue Jean Bologne Paris 16th – M°Passy – http://taxonomyofdesign.com/#!/designers 

 
Following the current trend of blurring borders, the project space Le Cœur showcases art, fashion 
and design, with a lively programme of events. It produces innovative exhibitions around 
handpicked objects, and creates unexpected encounters. The Cœur has a year-round programme of 
themed exhibitions spotlighting international cities, and projects led by artists, designers, and 
brands. It is also an eclectic lifestyle venue, organizing events where people can meet and mingle: 
yoga lessons, drinks-cum-psychic readings, dinner parties for women, and über-trendy design 
displays (Moustache, Jean-Baptiste Fastrez, etc.). It was opened in October 2014 by Maroussia 
Rebecq, creator of the Andrea Crews brand, and Séverine Redon, founder of the Artdicted agency. 
 

http://www.usagigalerie.com/
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 Le Cœur, 83 rue de Turenne Paris, 3rd – M° Filles du Calvaire - www.lecoeur-paris.com 

 
The latest trend in Paris is to recreate the experience of a visit to an art gallery or a store stocking 
highly creative art, designer furniture or books – at someone’s home. The experience promises a 
friendly get-together, a warm welcome, and the chance to strike up conversations with new people. 
‘Feel at home in my place, chez moi,’ says the founder. ‘Browse my shelves; pick up a book; 
pretend you’re me. If a painting catches your eye, unhook it for a closer look. Sink your teeth into a 
macaroon. Pick up that bouquet of flowers; take the vase – take the table, if you like. Then maybe 
stay on for dinner.’  
 

Chez moi 25 rue Hérold, 75001 Paris 1st – M° Louvre Rivoli - www.chezmoiparis.com/ 

 
 
Think design and what springs to mind is a lamp; a chair; an 
armchair; a table. But design is also about paper and office 
products. Papier Tigre, opened in September 2012, creates, 
produces and retails objects for work, correspondence, 
decoration and play. The designers have a highly-developed 
sensitivity to colours, patterns and new technology, and it 
shows in their collections. They handle every step of the 
process, from creation to sale – which is unusual, these days. 
Every single object is made in their studio, with close 
attention to each detail, including the quality and sourcing of 
the materials they use. 

 

 

Papier tigre 5 de la rue des Filles du Calvaire, Paris 3rd – M° Filles du Calvaire - www.papiertigre.fr 

 
Some shops trigger happy memories of childhood, like choosing which sweets to buy with your 
pocket money. One such shop is Bazartherapy, stuffed with everything from heron-shaped stoppers 
and squirrel jugs to big design items. Twice a year, Bazartherapy gives an illustrator, graphic artist 
or visual artists carte blanche to come up with a limited-edition series of furniture items or 
decorative and household objects. The graphic designer duo Ich&Kar, who also designed 
Bazartherapy’s visual identity, started the ball rolling. 
 

Bazartherapy 15 rue Beaurepaire, Paris 10th – M° République - www.bazartherapy.com 

 
Lifestyle and design objects, clothing, accessories, jewellery, coffee-table books and artworks are 
displayed at the boutique of Les Bains, the hotel-club that has replaced the legendary Bains 
douches (opened in 1978, the nightclub was a Paris landmark, where the crowd included the likes of 
Andy Warhol, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Yves Saint Laurent, Karl Lagerfeld, Bono, Prince, David Bowie 
and Mick Jagger). For the boutique’s inaugural collection, several artists have created striking one-
off items featuring Bacchus, the new emblem of Les Bains, created by brand designer Alexander 
Kellas. Bacchus’s face is everywhere – on the Le Gramme bracelet, the Pierre Hardy capsule 
collection, the Aëdle headset, the Les Bains plates (already collector’s items) and the Parc thaï 
signet ring. The boutique’s decor, by Diplomates (also behind Archimode at the Villa Noailles and 
Dover Street Market in Londres), is equally arresting, drawing inspiration from architecture, design, 
visual arts and scenography.  
 

Les Bains 7 rue du Bourg L’Abbé, Paris 1st - www.lesbains-paris.com 

 
Maison Wa is an original concept by Yoshiaki  Shiokawa. This brand-new space, which opened in 
August 2015, is entirely given over to Japanese culture. The entrance leads into a gallery where all 
visitors can admire traditional Japanese porcelain, ceramics, lacquered objects, fabrics, footwear 
and costumes. The displays are changed regularly to showcase different artisans, and every member 
of staff can offer detailed explanations about any object. The second section is reserved for French 
retailers, who will find a wide range of Japanese objects and products to choose from. 
 

http://www.chezmoiparis.com/
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 Maison Wa 8 bis rue Villedo, Paris 1st – M° Pyramides 

 
The marcel by gallery, which opened in 2012, is the must-see showroom of the French furniture 
design firm of the same name. It has become one of the best places in town to admire work by 
emerging contemporary designers. The collection has evolved and branched out into new areas 
since the gallery opened, but the aim remains the same: to display and sell beautiful objects – 
sensitively designed, affordable pieces. It is a window into the world of design, art and craft, and a 
place inspiring interest and discussions through a programme of exhibitions and events. 
marcel by 28 rue Saint-Claude, Paris 3rd – M° Chemin Vert – www.marcelby.fr 

 
The Compagnie Française de l’Orient et de la Chine (CFOC), an incomparable emporium of Far 
Eastern objects, opened a new 300 m2 showroom on Boulevard Raspail in September 2015. 
Commissioned to design the showroom, the IMAO architectural firm were asked to refresh the CFOC  
identity: a stimulating challenge. They have created a soothing atmosphere, skilfully blending light 
wood, parquet made from tropical wood species, glass pillars, latticework using not wood but 
metal, beautiful ceramics, mouth-blown glasses and pieces by Chinese designers. The store has a 
50-m expanse of window displays, adorned with Chinese shadow puppets paying tribute to the 
painstaking work of the artisans who craft pieces for CFOC.  
 

Compagnie Française de l’Orient et de la Chine COFC, 10 boulevard Raspail – Paris 7th – 
www.cfoc.fr 

 
Camilla is from Denmark, the land of the Little Mermaid, beer – and design. She has lived and 
breathed Danish design since she was a little girl. She moved to Paris seven years ago, and now 
considers herself a fully-fledged Parisian. Since her move to the French capital, she has also 
nurtured her second passion – digital technology – by working for various online communications 
agencies. She decided to combine her two passions and has opened NORDKRAFT, an online concept 
store that gives French customers a glimpse of the Danish lifestyle, from furniture and clothing to 
posters and bicycles. It is the only online store of its kind. 
 

20 rue Lucien Sampaix, Paris 10th – M° République - http://www.nordkraft.fr 

 
 
 
 

BOUTIQUES AND SHOWROOMS 
 
After celebrating its 250th anniversary 
in 2014, Baccarat, the prestigious 
crystal brand which has become 
synonymous with the French art of 
living, opened a new boutique in Paris in 
December 2015 on the corner of Rue du 
Faubourg Saint-Honoré and Avenue 
Matignon, in the heart of Paris’s luxury 
shopping district. Designed by the 
architects Gilles & Boissier, the 
boutique’s decor is inspired by a French 
townhouse and by the lifestyle of a 
Parisian apartment. With its 
contemporary take on French-style 
mouldings, black-and-white chequered 
flooring and cabinets in the spirit of 

those found in the Manufactory of Lorraine, this space is decorated with an eclectic mix of 
materials: stainless steel, burnished brass, marble, hardwood, leather and velvet, all working in 
harmony to enhance the sparkle of crystal. 
 

Baccarat 79 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré, Paris 8th – M° Champs Élysées – www.baccarat.com 
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The Italian contemporary furniture brand Arflex (set up in 1951) opened a showroom in Paris in 
December 2015. It has been designed by the Paris-based architecture firm RMGB. Rather than 
create a stark white space resembling a modern art museum that people hesitate to enter, they 
decided to open up the  multiple levels of the showroom – which includes a soaring ceiling, and 
three large picture windows – to visitors, like a Milanese palazzo unveiling different eras of its 
existence. Design classics by big names like Prospero Rasulo, Carlo Colombo, Carlo Bartoli, Tito 
Agnoli, Ettore Sottsass, Luca Meda and Michele de Lucchi are displayed on the granite flooring 
alongside pieces by current-day stars such as Mario Ruiz, Claesson Koivisto Rune, Luca Nicchetto and 
Jean Nouvel. The three technicians who founded the company, Aldo Bai, Pio Reggiani and Carlo 
Barassi, had all previously worked for Pirelli. They experimented with the use of foam rubber and 
elastic tapes for their furniture brand, giving its products very contemporary appeal. 
NEW! Arflex 53, rue de Miromesnil, Paris 8th – M° Miromesnil  - www.arflex.it 
 
 
 

> The architectural renewal of leisure and performance arts venues  
 
Paris, a world capital of culture, has always offered visitors a dazzling arts scene, with both major 
and under-the-radar events, in symbolic and harmoniously designed buildings. In 2014, Paris called 
on the services of the best architects and designers in its drive to open, create and renovate 
concert venues and auditoriums, theatres and swimming pool complexes with daring architecture.  
 
Launched in 2009, the renovation of the Carreau du Temple, in the 3rd arrondissement, was 
entrusted to Studio Milou architecture. In March 2014, the architects unveiled a venue opening out 
onto the local area. The exterior structure, a typical example of 19th-century industrial 
architecture, has been preserved. The venue has been designed to be open to everyone, with 
multiple layouts possible. It is a mixed-use modular space with folding structures and screens. On 
the ground floor are the covered markets and auditorium; on the mezzanine floor, technical 
equipment; and on the lower ground floor, sports facilities and a music studio.  
 
The Théâtre de la Marionnette à Paris, a puppet theatre, now has a fixed address inside the 
Théâtre Mouffetard, in the 5th arrondissement. After closing in 2012, it underwent large-scale 
renovation work financed by the City, the Region and the Ministry of Culture and, since November 
2013, has hosted companies in residence and regularly organized puppet shows.  
 
Swimming and art deco enthusiasts, take note: the Piscine Molitor has reopened as of Spring 2014. 
Located opposite the new Jean-Bouin stadium, the swimming pool – with an indoor and outdoor pool 
– was totally rebuilt. A high-end 124-bedroom hotel, a restaurant and a spa have sprung up around 
the famous open-air summer pool. Built in 1929, the building was difficult to restore, so only the 
historical façade across from the Jean-Bouin stadium was preserved. However, some aspects of the 
pool’s heritage are still intact, like the green metal railings. The art deco elements of the Piscine 
Molitor were reproduced on the new changing room doors and stained-glass windows. This modern-
day version of the swimming pool retains all its original charm.  
 
Vill’Up, literally ‘up with the city’, is the new big construction project in the 19th arrondissement, 
scheduled to open in the autumn of 2016. This innovative 24,500 m2 complex in the exceptional 
setting of the Cité des Sciences will have around 50 restaurants and shops, a 16-screen Pathé 
multiplex, and games and leisure activities, including the world’s biggest vertical glass tube for 
indoor skydiving. Overseen by architecture agencies SCAU and Alain Farel Architecte, the project 
involves the refurbishment of a new gallery in the fourth section of the Cité des Sciences, which has 
been empty since the place first opened.  
 
Opening soon in 2016, the former train station on Avenue Saint-Ouen in the 18th arrondissement 
will house the cooperative Hasard Ludique. O’Zone Architectures, headed by Loïc Lefebvre, is 
restoring the stone façade, large windows and metal structure typical of 19th-century train stations. 
A contemporary metal extension will be built with a 250-seater auditorium for concerts, theatre   

http://www.arflex.it/
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 performances and multidisciplinary or event evenings. Restaurants, cafés and a workshop geared to 

the community are also planned. 
 

Carreau du Temple 3rd arrondissement town hall, 2 rue Eugène-Spuller, Paris 3rd – 
M° Temple – www.carreaudutemple.eu 
Théâtre de la Marionnette 73 rue Mouffetard, Paris 5th – M° Place-Monge/Censier-Daubenton – 
www.theatredelamarionnette.com  
Piscine Molitor rue Nungesser et Coli, Paris 16th - www.mltr.fr 
Vill’Up 30 avenue Corentin-Cariou, Paris 19th – M° Porte-de-La-Villette – www.cite-sciences.fr 

Le Hasard Ludique  www.lehasardludique.fr 

 

 
 
> The Philharmonie de Paris by Jean Nouvel  
 
The much-awaited Philharmonie de Paris opened in mid-January 2015. An outstanding cultural and 
architectural venue, it plays host to the concerts of the Orchestre de Paris, the Ensemble 
Intercontemporain, and the Arts Florissants baroque ensemble. It was designed by the architect 
Jean Nouvel (who also designed the Musée du Quai-Branly, the Fondation Cartier, and the Institut 
du monde arabe). This 50-metre high venue with an aluminium-clad exterior houses a 2,400-seater 
concert hall right in the middle of the Parc de la Villette. The concert hall is considered a ‘sound 
box’, with incredible acoustics amplified by the back wall. Aiming to host 250 concerts each year, it 
has eight rehearsal rooms and an exhibition space dedicated to jazz and world music.  
Philharmonie de Paris parc de la Villette, Paris 19th – M° Porte-de-Pantin - 
www.philharmoniedeparis.com 

 
 
> The Jérôme Seydoux-Pathé foundation 
 
The Rodin cinema is an emblematic place in the history of Paris. This former theatre was recently 
converted into a major venue devoted to cinema history. Behind the façade sculpted by Auguste 
Rodin, the architect Renzo Piano designed a 2,200 m² glass shell over five floors, in the middle of a 
garden. The building houses the Foundation’s offices, archives, a centre for documentation and 
research, a DVD library, an area for temporary exhibitions, and a projection room.  
 

Fondation Jérôme Seydoux-Pathé 73 avenue des Gobelins, Paris 13th - M° Place-d’Italie or Les 

Gobelins - www.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com 

 
 
> Cinema: a source of inspiration for architects 
 
Paris has always had a love affair with cinema, so it’s not surprising that more and more huge 
cinema complexes are opening in strategic locations in the capital. Opened in April 2013, the 
legendary arthouse cinema Le Louxor, at the crossroads of Boulevard de la Chapelle and Boulevard 
de Magenta, is an exception to the rule. This building with 1920s architecture and a neo-Egyptian 
façade was closed for a long time before being redeemed by the City of Paris and renovated by the 
architect Philippe Pumain. But multiplexes are definitely the dominant trend. In October 2013, UGC 
opened an all-glass monolith at Porte d’Aubervilliers, the UGC Paris 19. With 14 cinema screens and 
more than 2,800 seats, this multiplex cinema designed by architect Jean-Paul Viguier affords a view 
of Paris lit up at night. Pathé Beaugrenelle, located inside the Beaugrenelle shopping centre in the 
15th arrondissement, recently opened with 10 cinema screens. Ora Ïto took on the substantial 
challenge of designing it, and created an airport-look cinema hall. Also in 2013, the MK2 
Bibliothèque cinema added four new screens for arthouse films to the 16 existing cinemas in its 
multiplex within the BNF building. The extension makes it the second-biggest multiplex in Paris,   
after the UGC Ciné Cité Les Halles. MK2 Bibliothèque was a cornerstone of the Paris Rive Gauche 
riverside development. 

http://www.cite-sciences.fr/
http://www.philharmoniedeparis.com/
http://www.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/
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Le Louxor 170 boulevard Magenta, Paris 10th – M° Barbès–Rochechouart – www.paris-louxor.fr and 
www.paris.fr 
MK2 Bibliothèque 128-162 avenue de France, Paris 13th - M° Bibliothèque-François-Mitterrand – 
www.mk2.com 
Pathé Beaugrenelle 7 rue Linois, Paris 15th – M° Charles-Michel/Javel - 
www.cinemasgaumontpathe.com 
UGC Paris 19 166 boulevard Mac-Donald, Paris 19th - M° Porte-de-la-Villette – www.ugc.fr 

EuropaCorp Aéroville rue des Buissons, 95700 Roissy-en-France – www.aeroville.com 

 
 
The 2015 COP21 climate change summit was a resounding success. Paris, its host city, has a strong 
commitment to sustainable development, and constantly updates its environmental strategy with a 
view to becoming an increasingly sustainable capital. The Paris city council is investing in green 
building initiatives such as the plant roofs and walls designed by Patrick Blanc at the BHV and the 
Musée du Quai-Branly, for the benefit of all. The city has also adopted an ecological and responsible 
approach to the redevelopment of existing districts and the creation of new sites.  
 
Clichy-Batignolles is gradually transforming into an eco-district, with new cycle paths and larger 
pedestrian areas. The Clichy-Batignolles–Martin Luther King park will be extended from 7 to 10 
hectares by 2017. The Cardinet-Chalabre ZAC (urban development zone) will soon become an eco-
district spreading out around a 10-hectare park, and is to house the Palais de Justice (Paris law 
courts) in 2016.  
 
Dating back to 1975 and reflecting that era’s predilection for high buildings amid barren urban 
space, the Pont de Sèvres towers have been renamed Citylights after a complete restructuring by 
the architect Dominique Perrault. He delivered the completed project on 25 November 2015. The 
two towers, which previously stood in splendid isolation, are now entirely and organically connected 
to their surroundings through a grid of pedestrian routes leading into the new Trapèze district, 
where a wasteland of disused Renault factories has been replaced by office and residential 
buildings, both new and refurbished. The architect achieved this by designing a large plaza in front 
of the towers, with pathways and gardens leading off it on all sides. 5,000 m2 of space were thus 
created to connect the towers to their environs and root them into the urban space of the city. The 
entire project was sustainably designed. 

 
The Ile Seguin-Rive de Seine project is a 
highly imaginative one. Jean Nouvel is 
coordinating the rehabilitation of this 
abandoned industrial landscape, giving it a 
strong cultural identity and a focus on 
sustainability. By 2016/2017, the island will 
have a 12,000 m2 public garden, and green 
roofs on all its buildings. 
 
A new sustainable development initiative 
was implemented with the creation of the 
Halle Pajol, located in the 18th 
arrondissement between Gare de l’Est and 
Gare du Nord train stations, in the heart of 
the La Chapelle district. This elegant and 

eco-friendly building in wood panelling, steel and glass, with photovoltaic panels, an esplanade and 
an atypical garden, has replaced a disused railway warehouse. Designed by Françoise-Hélène 
Jourda, a French pioneer of sustainable  architecture, this is the first energy-plus building in a 
capital city, producing more energy than it consumes. It is the biggest urban producer of 
photovoltaic energy in France, and the first construction made of both wood and concrete. It houses 
a youth hostel, an auditorium, meeting rooms, shops and a library built on stilts.  
 
Another new trend in the capital is eco-responsible social housing. Architects are innovating with 
construction techniques, materials used and energy performance and consumption. These include 

http://www.paris.fr/
http://www.mk2.com/
http://www.cinemasgaumontpathe.com/
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 energy-plus housing, PassiveHaus buildings adhering to the City of Paris’s climate change policy, 

accommodation built using hempcrete, photovoltaic facades, and buildings built with pre-made 
wooden sections, which can be assembled like Lego. 
 
QU4DRANS is the tertiary segment of a major property development in the heart of the Balard 
district in the 15th arrondissement. ‘QU4DRANS is like a sundial,’ says the architect, Jean-Michel 
Wilmotte, ‘with four buildings: East, South, North and West, flooded with light all day long, and 
permanently open to the outside world’. Comprising four independent buildings totalling 85,000m2 
of office space, it will contribute to the diversity of the vibrant Balard district. QU4DRANS is an 
office development on a hitherto unprecedented scale, open to the district around it, and set in a 
landscaped park covering 1.3 hectares. ‘I can’t think about a building without thinking about plants 
to go with it,’ Wilmotte says to explain the predominance of green spaces. ‘You have to think about 
a landscape people are going to live in, work in, dream in … and where they’ll be happy to arrive 
every morning.’ 

 
After Rudy Ricciotti’s polished 
black housing units on Avenue de 
France, French company Semapa, 
which is in charge of the Left 
Bank redevelopment project, and 
promoter Sopic Paris selected the 
architect Fabrice Dusapin to 
design 6,300 m2 of housing, shops 
and offices across from the 
Bibliothèque Nationale in the vast 
redevelopment zone. On the 
indoor garden side, a folding 
horizontal partition offers 
glimpses of the interior of the 
building. On the rooftop, the 
addition of south-facing ‘wooden 
huts’ to be used as terraces or 
private gardens extends each top-

floor housing unit. Acting as an interface between the interior and the exterior, the huts are a nod 
to France’s long history of urban allotment gardens, and a way to give residents in the heart of the 
city a taste of country living. 
 
As part of the renovation of the Petite Ceinture, 15km of greenery and nature were opened to the 
public at the end of 2013, in the south of Paris in the 15th arrondissement. This stretch is a 
delightful and environment-friendly place to walk. And the number of parks and gardens in Paris is 
growing by the day. 5,000 m² of green spaces have recently been created in the Marais district 
between Rue de Jouy, Rue des des Nonnains-d’Hyères and the Hôtel de Ville. The Catherine-
Labouré garden in the 7th arrondissement, a certified ‘green ecological space’, opened in early 
2014. Another 1,000 m2 garden is to be created between Rue Breguet and Rue du Chemin-Vert, as 
well as a 5,600 m2 green walkway in the 11th arrondissement, between the Saint-Ambroise church 
and Boulevard Richard Lenoir. Significant new eco-district projects will soon be completed for the 
suburbs in the north-east and west.  
 
To the north-east of Paris, between Cité des Courtillières and the Pantin-Bobigny cemetery, the 
eco-district project in Fort d’Aubervilliers is a creative and ambitious initiative on a 35-hectare 
site. This future district will be a vibrant neighbourhood where diversity plays a large role, 
integrating seamlessly into the rest of the city. Nearly 2,000 housing units are being built, and will 
be put to a variety of uses (starter homes, houses to rent, private or social housing, housing for 
seniors, student dorms, etc). Public facilities (premises for student group activities, childcare 
centres etc.) are also under construction, and a 40,000 m² area has been earmarked to support 
clusters of creative activity as part of the Territorial Development Contract drawn up by the 
government and local authorities.  
 
Around 50 architects are in charge of the construction of the buildings, which will consume less 
energy and be fitted with photovoltaic panels and urban wind turbines. The architect and town 
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 planner Philippe Madechas designed an urban network with small islands, roads, squares and public 

gardens. 4,500 new habitants are expected to move into the district over the next decade, starting 
in 2017/2018.  
 
 

Tours du Pont de Sèvres, Boulogne Billancourt 
Maison du projet Clichy-Batignolles 147 rue Cardinet, Paris 17th – M° Brochant – www.clichy-
batignolles.fr 
Halle Pajol  18-22 ter rue Pajol, Paris 18th – M° Max-Dormoy –  
www.ileseguin-rivesdeseine.fr 
www.beaugrenelle-paris.com 
Éco-quartier du Fort d’Aubervilliers – www.aubervilliers.fr  
www.sopic.fr 

www.paris.fr 

 

 
> Looking to the future 
 
Further east, the Porte de Vincennes will soon undergo a transformation. A huge reconstruction has 
been conceived by urban architect Paul Chemetov, who designed, among other sites, the Grande 
Galerie de l’Evolution in Paris. Work began in 2015, and is expected to be complete between 2017 
and 2020. The goal is to create a district that is more pleasant to live in, combing the advantages of 
the city and the suburbs.  
 
In light of the transformations of districts, especially those outside of the city towards the suburbs, 
new measures will be put into place in the coming years to structure a new transport network in 
and around Paris. The westward extension of the RER E is expected to be complete by 2020. It will 
eventually run from Gare Haussmann-Saint-Lazare to Mantes-la-Jolie, via La Défense and Poissy, 
running along the Seine. Likewise for metro line 14, which will run from Gare Saint-Lazare in the 
north to Saint-Ouen town hall, via Porte de Clichy as of 2017 and in the south to Orly airport in 
2027. Metro line 11 will extend to Rosny-Bois-Perrier in the east of Paris in 2020; line 4 to Bagneux 
in the south in 2019; line 12 to the Aubervilliers town hall in the north in 2017. The tramline in the 
north of Paris will run from Porte de la Chapelle to Porte d’Asnières in 2017. This extension and 
modernization of the transport network is in line with the Greater Paris objective of providing 
effective connections between the capital and its suburbs.  
 
Train stations too are changing, from the station-as-monument to emblematic places. At the 
Villejuif IGR station, the platforms will be 50 metres below ground, making this one of the deepest 
sections of transport infrastructure in France. Work began in January 2016. On completion, the 
station will be a zone blurring the line between indoor and outdoor space; between the railway 
infrastructure and the city. According to Dominique Perrault, the architect whose firm is in charge 
of this colossal project, ‘connection’ and ‘amalgamation’ are the keywords of this future 
emblematic station, a key part of the Greater Paris transport network providing infrastructure and 
coverage of the territory. 

 
 

> The transformation of wasteland in the Paris suburbs 
 
There has been a growing trend in the Paris region these past few years. Architects – both 
‘starchitects’ and their mainstream colleagues – are increasingly turning their focus to previously 
neglected suburbs such as Le Bourget, Pantin, Ivry and Aubervilliers. Commissions from the art 
world, luxury houses, advertising firms and town halls provide architects with a genuine opportunity 
to create daring, innovative buildings. The contemporary art world and luxury brands are 
revitalizing wastelands, industrial buildings, and disused factories. The Italian gallery Continua was   
the first to move to the outskirts of Paris in 2007, occupying a former factory in Boissy-le-Châtel. 
Subsequently, the Austrian gallery Thaddeus Ropac took up residence in Pantin. The Ropac 
building, a former boiler-making factory from the beginning of the 20th century, comprises four 
naves with zenithal lighting, all restored by the architecture firm Buttazzoni & Associés.  

http://www.clichy-batignolles.fr/
http://www.clichy-batignolles.fr/
http://www.beaugrenelle-paris.com/
http://www.paris.fr/
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The American art dealer Larry Gagosian opened a gallery in Le Bourget in 2012, in a 1,650 m2 
industrial warehoused revamped by Jean Nouvel. The bold decision to move outside the city is 
easily explained – galleries do not have enough space in their Paris premises to exhibit monumental 
artworks. Pantin also offers the advantage of geographical proximity to the Centre national de la 
danse, La Villette and the Philharmonie de Paris, which make up a cultural ensemble. As for the 
Gagosian gallery’s move to Le Bourget: the gallery is situated at the end of the runway for private 
jets! Other gallery owners are rumoured to be contemplating a move to Pantin, which the New York 
Times has dubbed ‘the new Brooklyn’. But this former working-class district is not only attracting 
art dealers. A few luxury brands had already set up in Pantin in the 1990s and, in 2012, Hermès 
opened ateliers there, under a beautiful glass pyramid. In late 2012, Chanel took over several 
buildings near the Canal de l’Ourcq.  
 
 

Galerie Continua San Gimignagno/Beijing/ Le Moulin 46 rue de la Ferté-Gaucher, 77169 Boissy-le-
Châtel - Tel + 33 (0)1 64 20 39 50 – www.galleriacontinua.com 
Galerie Gagosian 800 avenue de l’Europe, 93350 Le Bourget - www.gagosian.com 
Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac Pantin 69 avenue du Général-Leclerc, 93500 Pantin - 
www.ropacpantin.com/fr 
BETC Magasins généraux, Pantin - hellopantin.betc.com/ 

 
 
> On the horizon: Paris in 2020 
 
Many new projects have been undertaken by renowned architects keen to make Paris a modern, 
eco-responsible and elegant city in the years to come: the Stade Jean-Bouin, the Ile Seguin, the 
‘Triangle Tower’, the Duo, the Palais des Expositions and the Samaritaine.  
 
The newly renovated Stade Jean-Bouin will open as the capital’s first stadium entirely devoted to 
rugby on 31 August 2016. Located at Porte d’Auteuil near Parc des Princes, this sports facility built 
in 1925 is mostly used for the matches of Paris rugby union club Stade Français. Upon completion, 
the stadium will be able to seat 20,000 spectators: double the original capacity. Architect Rudy 
Riciotti designed a stadium roof made of 3,560 structural panels in concrete, all different, which 
filter light onto this atypical and resolutely modern venue.  
 
One of the key projects in the Greater Paris programme is the transformation of the Ile Seguin by 
Jean Nouvel into an extraordinary new cultural hub, with three different centres. The project 
includes a 110 m-high belvedere, a 12,000-m² public garden, 29,400 m² of terraces, a centre for 
cultural events with the Cité musicale du Conseil Général des Hauts-de-Seine, the R4 building for 
contemporary art and 16 cinema auditoriums, as well as sports facilities, offices and premises for 
business activities, shops, and housing. The Cité Musicale designed by architects Shigeru Ban and 
Jean de Castignes, among others, is under construction in 2016-2017. The R4 venue will combine 
artist workshops, galleries, exhibition spaces, collections of artwork to be visited, and auction 
houses. The venue’s cultural energy and international standing will undoubtedly attract many 
creative enterprises to this unique setting.  
 
The ‘Duo Towers’ by Jean Nouvel – a part of the Paris Rive Gauche project to redevelop the left 
bank of the Seine – will come up between Gare d’Austerlitz, the Seine, and the Paris périphérique 
(ring road) on the edge of Ivry-sur-Seine. These two towers with sloping asymmetric glass facades, 
175 and 115 metres high respectively, will house businesses, shops, accommodation, an auditorium 
and a 4-star hotel. Work is expected to be complete by 2018-2020. The 180 m-high ‘Triangle 
Tower’ by Swiss architects Herzog & Meuron is expected to be completed in 2017. Amenities will

http://www.gagosian.com/
http://www.ropacpantin.com/fr
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include a panoramic restaurant and café, a panoramic lift, a belvedere and an 8,000-m² public 
garden. This is one of the first towers to be built under the new regulations put in place by the 
Grenelle II environmental law. The building also adheres to the objectives set by the Paris climate 
change policy.  
The Paris Expos–Porte de Versailles trade fair grounds are being transformed by architects Denis 
Valode & Jean Pistre, Dominique Perrault, Jean Nouvel and Christian de Portzamparc. Work 
began in 2015, for 10 years. With 52,000 m² of garden rooftops, 9,400 m² of photovoltaic panels, 33 
solar chimneys and the use of geothermal energy, Paris Expos aims to cut energy consumption by 
30% by 2020.  
The former Samaritaine department store, part of the LVMH group, has been closed for renovation 
since 2005. Japanese architects Sejima and Nishizawo are transforming it into a luxury hotel 
boasting a cultural area, a restaurant with terrace, and shops. Scheduled to open by end-2018, this 
luxury establishment by Cheval Blanc, located opposite the Seine in an art deco building by Henri 
Sauvage, is set to become one of the most beautiful city hotels in the world. 
 
 

Samaritaine 1 rue du Pont-Neuf, Paris 1st – M° Pont-Neuf - www.projetsamaritaine.com 
Paris Expos - Porte de Versailles 1 place de la Porte-de-Versailles, Paris 15th – M° Porte-de-
Versailles - www.paris-expoportedeversailles.com/ 
Stade Jean-Bouin 20-40 av du Général-Sarrail, Paris 16th – M° Exelmans – www.paris.fr 
www.ileseguin-rivesdeseine.fr 
Tours Duo 

Tour Triangle - www.paris.fr / tour-triangle-paris.com 

 
 
> New-look Paris train stations and airports 
 
After the renovation of the Gare Saint-Lazare and the Gare de Lyon, the SNCF is now planning to 
refurbish the Gare Montparnasse and the Gare d’Austerlitz. Gare Montparnasse is going to be 
completely redesigned in order to better manage the increasing flow of travellers. New departure 
lounges and commercial spaces will be introduced by 2018. The Gare d’Austerlitz renovation, a 
huge project, has been entrusted to renowned architect Jean Nouvel together with Jean-Marie 
Duthilleul. With the City of Paris, the SNCF is renovating the historic hall, installing a glass roof and 
creating a shopping precinct with 50 shops and services between now and 2020 over a 20,000 m² 
expanse. All these places are being transformed in the spirit of creating living spaces that go well 
beyond their original vocation as places for travellers to transit through. Airports in Paris are also 
getting a makeover. Between now and 2018, Orly Airport will join its South and West terminals into 
one huge terminal specially adapted for widebody aircraft such as the Airbus A380. But the biggest 
construction project happening in Paris airports in undoubtedly the A Park project (A for Asia). 
Ideally located in the business district of Roissy-Goussainville, this complex devoted to trade 
between Europe, China and South-East Asia will extend over 28 hectares. The 200,000-m² complex 
will include a village, SMEs & SMBs, and an 800-room hotel cluster. The first ‘turnkey’ buildings are 
expected to be finished in 2016. 
At Roissy airport, the International World Trade Center is expected to open in 2018. 20,000 m² of 
offices, a 6,000-seat congress hall, seven meeting rooms, a 10,000-m² showroom, three exhibition 
halls and seven hotels, including a 5-star establishment, are planned at this enormous congress 
centre, the only one of its kind in Europe. 
 

Gare d’Austerlitz 85 quai d’Austerlitz, Paris 13th – www.sncf.com 
Gare Montparnasse 17 rue du Cotentin, Paris 15th - www.voyages-sncf.com 
World Trade Center Roissy - www.roissy-developpement.com 
Paris-Orly 94390 Orly – www.aeroportsdeparis.fr 
Projet A-Park - www.a-park.eu 

 

 
 
 

http://www.paris-expoportedeversailles.com/
http://www.paris.fr/
http://www.sncf.com/
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> Art and design professions: a natural connection 
 
The boundaries between design, art and arts & crafts are easily blurred. Today, gilders, ceramists, 
glass-blowers and craftsmen use their technical expertise to give everyday objects intriguing designs  
and to create true art objects, whether decorative or conceptual. In 2013, the natural connection 
between art and design professions was revealed to the public through the first Révélations 
exhibition, a trade show on art and design at the Grand Palais. It was a fine demonstration of the 
increasingly close ties between design and arts & crafts. Hand-crafted works are becoming more 
and more harmonious and functional, in stark contrast to the clichéd image of conservatism 
associated with the arts & crafts trade. Paris showcases crafts at the Ateliers de Paris, a place 
dedicated to the art professions with an exhibition space in the heart of Faubourg Saint-Antoine, as 
well as workshops for 10 or so artists, which can be visited on open days. The Viaduc des arts, 
located under the arches of a former railway bridge between Bastille and the Gare de Lyon, is also 
well worth visiting for its numerous craft shops. And the concept store Talents–Ateliers d’art de 
France showcases the creations of more than 70 different contemporary craftsmen: jewellery, 
decorative objects, furniture and tableware.  
 

Salon Révélations Grand Palais, 3 avenue du Général-Eisenhower, Paris 8th - M° Invalides - 
www.grandpalais.fr 
Talents 1 bis rue Scribe, Paris 9th – M° Opéra et RER Auber – www.boutiquestalents.com 
Les Ateliers de Paris 30 rue du Faubourg-Saint-Antoine, Paris 12th – M° Bastille or RER Gare-de-Lyon – 
www.ateliersdeparis.com 
Le Viaduc des arts avenue Daumesnil, Paris 12th – M° Bastille or RER Gare-de-Lyon – 

www.viaducdesarts.fr 

 
 
 

> Architecture and Design 2.0 
 
In the 21st century, architecture 
and design in Paris are going 
digital. Convivial spaces are 
being transformed into 
‘laboratories’ for experiments 
and digital communication. This 
burgeoning trend of incubators 
of digital innovation and 
performance cropping up 
throughout the city  has led 
observers to compare Paris to 
Silicon Valley. The Halle 
Freyssinet in particular is set to 
become the world’s biggest 

start-up incubator. Set up in partnership with the City of Paris, the ambitious project is being co-
financed by the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, a state-owned financial organization, and the 
French technology tycoon Xavier Niel. Architect Jean-Marie Wilmotte has designed the 
transformation of the hall, which began in June 2014. Work includes the restoration of beams, 
refurbishment of the glass ceilings, and windows that fill the building with natural light. The space 
will house 1,000 start-ups and comprise co-working spaces, an auditorium, a ‘fab lab’ (a communal 
laboratory for the computer-assisted creation of objects), a public area, offices, and a library. The 
renovated Halle Freyssinet – a third-millennium tech village under the beams of a 1920s railway 
building – will substantially enhance the visibility of French start-ups.  
Another Parisian landmark spot for digital innovation is NUMA. In the heart of the Sentier district in 
the 2nd arrondissement, this 1,500-m² space is already shaping up as a key centre for digital and 
interpersonal creative energy, a powerful lever for French competitiveness. Backed by the City of 
Paris and the Paris region, among others, NUMA encourages diversity, knowledge-sharing and 
openness to help businesses meet their growth and performance goals. Each of the building’s floors  

http://www.grandpalais.fr/
http://www.boutiquestalents.com/
http://www.viaducdesarts.fr/
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is geared to a specific purpose: design, communication, encounters, experience, etc. Digital 
innovation is also being used by institutions producing design objects to enhance communication 
and the spread of knowledge. The City of Paris too is going digital. Its recently launched online 
shop, www.boutique.paris.fr, sells catalogues of exhibitions at the 14 municipal museums in Paris, 
products by Vélib’, Paris water carafes and more. 

 

Halle Freyssinet 55 boulevard Vincent-Auriol, Paris 13th – M° Chevaleret – www.halle-
freyssinet.com 
NUMA 39 rue du Caire, Paris 2nd – M° Sentier - www.numaparis.com 
Musée national de la Céramique 2 place de la Manufacture, 92310 Sèvres – 
www.sevresciteceramique.fr 
www.boutique.paris.fr 

 

 
 
MUST-SEES 
 
> Landmark venues 
 
Paris has many landmark venues for design and architecture. The Cité de l’architecture et du 
patrimoine, situated opposite the Eiffel Tower, is the world’s largest architecture museum, with a 
surface area of 23,000 m². It houses the Musée des Monuments français as well as temporary 
exhibitions on celebrated international architects, symposia and conferences. The Pavillon de 
l’Arsenal is the City of Paris’s centre for information, documentation and exhibitions on urban 
planning and architecture. It presents a thematic and chronological permanent exhibition over an 
expanse of 800 m2, titled ‘La Métropole et ses projets’, which sheds light on the city and its history. 
The Centre Pompidou also showcases design and architecture, with exhibitions by VIA, an 
association promoting innovative French furnishings and furniture design. The Maison de 
l’architecture in Ile-de-France centralizes all the resources provided by the French Order of 
Architects. The Lieu du design promotes design and innovation. It welcomes the general public to 
its 200 m² exhibition space, and to its materials centre.  
 

Centre Pompidou place Georges-Pompidou, Paris 4th – M° Rambuteau, RER Châtelet-Les Halles – 
www.cnac-gp.fr 
Pavillon de l’Arsenal 21 boulevard Morland, Paris 4th – M° Sully-Morland, RER Châtelet-Les Halles – 
www.pavillon-arsenal.com 
Maison de l’architecture en Île-de-France 148 rue du Faubourg-Saint-Martin, Paris 10th – M° Gare-
de-l’Est - www.maisonarchitecture-idf.org 
VIA 28bis avenue Daumesnil, Paris 12nd (on the premises of UNIFA) – M° Gare-de-Lyon – www.via.fr 
Cité de l’architecture et du patrimoine 1 place du Trocadéro, Paris 16th – M° Trocadéro – 
www.citechaillot.fr 
Le Lieu du design 11 rue de Cambrai, Paris 19th – M° Ledru-Rollin – Tel +33 (0)1 40 41 51 02 - 
www.lelieududesign.com 

 

 
> Designer hotels 
 
Paris has many hotels featuring cutting-edge, innovative or vintage design. The Hôtel Design Secret 
offers 29 guestrooms with a decor imagined by the self-styled ‘creator of atmospheres’ Sandrine 
Alouf, inspired by iconic Parisian monuments or locations. The Jules et Jim, with its retro charm 
and resolutely ‘bobo’ ethos, continues to attract demanding and privileged clients. Then there is 
the romantic and arty Hôtel Amour in Pigalle, the 9th arrondissement: tables by Charlotte Perriand 
and Jean Prouvé; photography by Terry Richardson; each bedroom decorated by contemporary 
artists such as Sophie Calle, Marc Newson or graphic designers M/M. Like the Hôtel Amour, the new 
Hôtel Grand Amour, André Saraiva’s latest design project, opened in November 2015 on Rue de la  

http://www.sevresciteceramique.fr/
http://www.boutique.paris.fr/
http://www.lelieududesign.com/
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Fidélité. It is a lifestyle venue resembling an artists’ residence in one of the liveliest districts of the 
capital. Chic and cool, the hotel is tailored to the free-spirited, cerebral, party-loving hipsters of 
the Faubourg-Saint-Denis.  
Also love-themed, the hotel Montmartre mon amour has guest rooms designed by Sandrine Alouf to 
resemble flamboyant declarations of love. After the guest rooms at the Petit Moulin, Christian 
Lacroix has redecorated all the bedrooms at the Bellechasse and at the Hotel Notre-Dame-de-
Paris. In the Marais, the designer Azzedine Alaïa has designed 3 Rooms, a discreet anti-luxury hotel 
made up of three spacious and comfortable apartments with objects by Jean Prouvé, Marc Newson 
and Arne Jacobsen.  
The Kube Hotel and the Street Hotel are two ultra-contemporary hotels, boasting the latest in 
high-tech equipment and gadgetry, while the trendy, offbeat Mama Shelter in the Saint-Blaise area 
near Porte de Bagnolet draws style-conscious customers. Julie Gauthron decorated the 26 guest 
rooms of the Hôtel Crayon in bright colours. And the Canal Saint-Martin now boasts its own design 
hotel: the Citizen, which exhibits works by the Californian group ‘Creative Growth Center’. 
Renovated by architect Philippe Maidenberg in collaboration with musicians Rickie Lee Jones, Archie 
Shepp, MC Solaar, Jacques Higelin and Menu Katché, the Hôtel du Triangle d’Or evokes music in 
every detail, from the wallpaper to the designer decor. The makeover of the Maison des Champs-
Élysées, the former Maison des Centraliens in the 8th arrondissement, was entrusted to Maison 
Martin Margiela and has 17 elegant bedrooms and suites in the signature pure white style of the 
design company.  
In 2012, the designer Stella Cadente was commissioned by the Hôtel Original. The hotel’s decor 
reflects her strange, fantastical storybook world. Chantal Thomass has added a saucy and sensual 
touch to the decoration of the hotel Vice Versa, on the theme of the seven deadly sins.  
Other striking addresses: the Hôtel W, in the Opéra district, a resolutely trendy hotel decorated by 
young designers, and the discreet Hotel O, with very striking decor created by designer Ora Ïto. 
Situated close to the Louvre and the Seine quaysides, this hotel is a haven of peace away from 
stressful city life, with 29 bedrooms in a contemporary and welcoming decor subtly blending nature 
and urban style.  
Recently opened a few steps from the Seine, Hôtel Félicien is a relaxing, calm and unusual setting 
created by fashion designer Olivier Lapidus. He has used materials in unconventional ways: leather 
on floors; cotton flannel on walls. Hôtel Marcel is another new hotel, with 28 innovatively styled 
bedrooms paying tribute to Marcel Proust. Likewise, Hôtel Chavanel was entirely renovated in 
tribute to fashion and design. The manager drew inspiration from vintage fashion plates and took 
great care when choosing the decor in the bedrooms, combining elegant lacing with designer 
furnishings. In the new boutique hotel/club Hôtel du Temps, designers Laura Léonard and Alix 
Thomsen designed the bedrooms and a vaulted cellar in a 1950s retro lounge style. In short, people 
stay at these hotels to experience the artistic world of nonpareil interior designers.  
After 18 months of renovation work, the 4-star Holiday Inn Paris Gare de l’Est reopened in 
November 2015 with contemporary interiors on the theme ‘spirit of spring’. The architecture firm 
Axel Schoenert architectes and interior designer Zsofia Varnagy have transformed the hotel into a 
stylish establishment with decor inspired by the colour and freshness of spring. There are 207 guest 
rooms, a lobby, a bar, a breakfast room and five meeting rooms flooded with natural light. 
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A staircase featuring French interior designer 
Madeleine Castaing’s banana-leaf pattern 
decoration leads to the 18 guest rooms of the 
Hôtel Providence Paris, a charming boutique 
hotel decorated with utmost care by the owners 
Sophie Richard and Elodie and Pierre Moussi. 
They have mixed and matched flea market finds 
with bespoke features inspired by 19th-century 
furniture, but with a contemporary edge. Every 
detail has been thought out, from the USB 
sockets above the bedside tables and the 
cocktail bar to signature velvet prints from the 
House of Hackney. 
 

Located in the heart of the Latin Quarter, between the Notre Dame Cathedral, the Pantheon and 
the Seine, the high-end yet inviting 4-star boutique hotel La Lanterne is perfect for those in search 
of a quintessentially Parisian hotel. It combines Parisian chic with a friendly and serene 
atmosphere. The design duo behind Les Héritiers (Pierre Dubois and Aimé Cécil) have brought their 
original touch to the interiors: this is the first hotel they have decorated. All 27 guest rooms and the 
suite at La Lanterne are modern, elegant and comfortable, with lantern-style lamps on each side of 
the bed providing tasteful lighting. The hotel also has a beautifully designed wellness area. 
 
 

Hôtel La Lanterne 12, rue de la Montagne Sainte Geneviève, Paris 5th – M° Maubert Mutualité – 
www.hotel-la-lanterne.com 
Hôtel Le Montana 28, rue Saint Benoit, Paris 6th – www.hotel-lemontana.com 
Hôtel Providence Paris 90, rue René Boulanger, Paris 10th -  www.hotelprovidenceparis.com 
Hôtel Holiday Inn Paris Gare de l’Est 5 rue du 8 mai 1945, Paris 10th - M° Gare de l’Est - 
www.hotel-paris-gare-de-lest.com 
Grand Hôtel Amour 18 rue de la Fidélité, Paris 1st - www.hotelamourparis.fr 
Hôtel Crayon 25 rue du Bouloi, Paris 1st – M° Palais-Royal Tel + 33 (0)1 42 36 54 19- 
www.hotelcrayon.com 
Hôtel O 19 rue Hérold, Paris 1st – M° Palais-Royal – Tel +33 (0)1 42 36 04 02 – www.hotel-o-
paris.com 
Hôtel Jules et Jim 11 rue des Gravilliers, Paris 3rd – M° Arts-et-Métiers – www.hoteljulesetjim.com 
Streets Hotel 13 boulevard du Temple, Paris 3rd – M° Filles-du-Calvaire – www.muranoresort.com 
Hôtel du Petit Moulin 29/31 rue du Poitou, Paris 3rd – M° Saint-Sébastien-Froissard – Tel +33 (0)1 42 
74 10 10 – www.paris-hotel-petitmoulin.com 
Le Notre-Dame-de-Paris 1 quai Saint-Michel, Paris 5th – M° Saint-Michel – 
www.hotelnotredameparis.com 
The Five Hotel 3 rue Flatters, Paris 5th – M° Les Gobelins - www.thefivehotel.com 
Hôtel Bellechasse 8 rue de Bellechasse, Paris 7th – M° Solferino – www.lebellechasse.com  
Hotel Chavanel 22 rue Tronchet, Paris 8th – M° Auber - www.hotelchavanel.com 
La Maison Champs-Élysées 8 rue Jean-Goujon, Paris 8th – M° Champs-Élysées-Clémenceau 
www.lamaisonchampselysees.com 
Hotel Amour 8 Rue de Navarin, Paris 9th - Tel + 33 (0)1 48 78 31 80 - M° Saint-Georges - 
www.hotelamourparis.fr 
Hôtel design Secret de Paris 2 rue de Parme, Paris 9th – M°Place-de-Clichy - www.hotel-design-
secret-de-paris.com 
Hôtel du Temps 11 rue de Montholon, Paris 9th – M° Poissonnière - www.hotel-du-temps.fr  M° 
Poissonnière –www.hotel-du-temps.frfr 
Hôtel du Triangle d'Or 6 rue Godot-de-Mauroy, Paris 9th – M° Madeleine - 
http://www.hoteldutriangledor.com 
Hôtel W Opéra 4 rue Meyerbeer, Paris 9th – M° Chaussée-d’Antin - www.wparisopera.fr 
Citizen Hôtel 96 quai de Jemmapes, Paris 10th – M° Jacques-Bonsergent – www.lecitizenhotel.com 
Hôtel Marcel 11 rue du 8 Mai 1945, Paris 10th – M° Gare-de-l’Est – www. lemarcelhotel.com 
Hôtel Original 8 boulevard Beaumarchais, Paris 11th - M°Bastille - www.hoteloriginalparis.com 

Vice Versa Hotel 213 rue de la Croix-Nivert, Paris 15th - M° Convention - www.viceversahotel.com/ 

http://www.hotelamourparis.fr/
http://www.muranoresort.com/
http://www.paris-hotel-petitmoulin.com/
http://www.hotelnotredameparis.com/
http://www.thefivehotel.com/
http://www.lebellechasse.com/
http://www.lamaisonchampselysees.com/
http://maps.google.fr/maps?hl=fr&psj=1&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_qf.&bvm=bv.1355534169,d.d2k&bpcl=40096503&biw=979&bih=459&um=1&ie=UTF-8&q=h%C3%B4tel+amour+paris+adresse&fb=1&gl=fr&hq=h%C3%B4tel+amour&hnear=0x47e66e1f06e2b70f:0x40b82c3688c9460,Paris&iwloc=lyrftr:transit,0x47e66e47af127caf:0x177354ebbef56385&sa=X&ei=RiHcUM82x8iEB8X6gfAE&ved=0CNABELEFMAA
http://www.hotel-design-secret-de-paris.com/
http://www.hotel-design-secret-de-paris.com/
http://www.hotel-du-temps.fr/
http://www.hoteldutriangledor.com/
http://www.lecitizenhotel.com/
http://www.hoteloriginalparis.com/
http://www.viceversahotel.com/
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 Hotel Félicien 21 rue Félicien-David, Paris 16th – M° Mirabeau - www.hotelfelicienparis.com 

Kube Hotel 3 passage Ruelle, Paris 18th – M° La Chapelle www.muranoresort.com 
Hôtel Montmartre mon amour 7 rue Paul-Albert, Paris 18th - Tel + 33 (0)1 46 06 03 03 

www.hotelmontmartremonamour.com 

 
 
 

> Eating out in a designer setting  
 
On the restaurant scene, La Société by the Costes brothers, opposite Saint-Germain-des-Prés 
church, has been stylishly decorated by Christian Liaigre in marble, mahogany and leather. The Hip 
Galerie has opened a chic and elegant restaurant all in green and white. And of particular note is 
the restaurant of the Palais Garnier Opera House by Odile Decq, opened in June 2011 and housed 
under the arcades of Charles Garnier’s building; the white and red decor is strikingly contemporary.  
Laura Gonzalez, the successful young interior designer, decorated Le Schmuck close to Odéon in 
her retro boudoir style. The concept is expected to soon expand to the Marais district. Elisabeth de 
Portzamparc decorated the restaurant at the Cité de la musique, designed by her architect 
husband. These new addresses join top design spots BON and the Kong, by Philippe Starck, the Saut 
du Loup at the Musée des Arts décoratifs, Les Ombres on the top floor of the Musée du Quai-Branly 
and the Water Bar at Colette. At the Puces de Saint-Ouen (flea market) is Ma cocotte, a trendy, 
alternative canteen by Starck, which opened in 2012. Starck also did the decor for Miss Kô, the 
name of the restaurant’s imaginary Eurasian muse. This canteen serves Japanese food in cinema-
inspired decor, with a unique musical atmosphere. After working on the Hôtel O, designer Ora Ïto 
decorated the restaurant Nano, halfway between an art gallery and a contemporary canteen. This 
restaurant with kinetic art-inspired decor presents food in verrines. French company M.O.B is also 
worth noting, now located in the heart of Cité de la Mode et du Design with a stunning view of the 
Seine, serving popular vegetarian burgers. The Palais de Tokyo has a restaurant on the premises, 
Monsieur Blue, designed and created by architect Joseph Dirand - an incredible view of the Eiffel 
Tower is guaranteed from one of the most beautiful restaurant terraces in Paris. And, for fans of 
delicious ice creams, a visit to the Wiki Bar, created by designer Mathieu Lehanneur, is a must. 
 
Biotiful Batignolles is a restaurant with an inviting interior in Rue Biot, in the heart of the 17th 
arrondissement. After a struggle to find its identity when it opened in 2014, the arrival of a new 
Japanese chef, Shinjo Hiroyuki (formerly of Sergent Recruteur), has put the restaurant firmly back 
on track. Serving refined French cuisine, it has bright decor in shades of blue and green and wooden 
Scandinavian-style furniture. Wine is poured straight from bottles stocked in a large wall shelf, and 
served by the glass. 
 
In May 2015, Michelin-starred chef Guy Savoy’s restaurant moved from its historic location on Rue 
Troyon to the second floor of the Hôtel de la Monnaie de Paris on Quai de Conti. The move is part of 
the extensive ongoing renovation of the historical monument, one of the most beautiful ones in 
Paris. The renovation project, dubbed ‘MetaLmorphoses’, aims to transform the Paris Mint into a 
full-fledged cultural venue. The venue’s centuries-old workshops and know-how – smelting metals, 
striking and engraving coins – will be displayed in an entirely refurbished space. Designed by Jean-
Michel Wilmotte, the new Guy Savoy restaurant is housed within six salons offering magnificent 
views of the Seine and the Louvre. ‘We are in an apartment within a private mansion,’ explains 
Wilmotte, ‘so I wanted to maintain the way the rooms flow into each other, the very high ceilings, 
the use of space, etc.’ Average price of an à la carte meal: €200 (drinks excluded).  ‘Colours, 
textures and flavours’ menu: €360. 

 
The area around Rue de Charonne near Bastille has a new nickname: EsBa, for East Bastille. It is 
filled with ‘Fooding’ (food+feeling) restaurants, organic food stores, concept stores and specialist 
bookshops, and designers too are starting to set up here. Traditionally a working-class 
neighbourhood, it is becoming increasingly trendy. 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.hotelfelicienparis.com/
http://www.muranoresort.com/
http://www.hotelmontmartremonamour.com/
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Biotiful Batignoles 18 rue Biot, Paris 9th – M° Place de Clichy - +33 9 80 87 32 75 
Restaurant Guy Savoy Monnaie de Paris, 11 quai de Conti, Paris 6th – M° Pont-Neuf - 
www.guysavoy.com 
Colette 213 rue Saint-Honoré, Paris 1st – M° Tuileries – www.colette.fr 
Wiki Bar 4 rue Bouloi, Paris 1st – M° Palais-Royal - www.wikipearl.com 
Nano 14 rue Bachaumont, Paris 2nd – M° Sentier - www.ora-ito.com 
Le Schmuck 1 rue de Condé, Paris 6th – M° Odéon - Tel + 33 (0)1 43 54 18 21 – www.groupe-
haussmann.com 
La Société 4 place Saint-Germain-des-Prés, Paris 6th – M° Saint-Germain-des-Prés – Tel + 33 (0)1 53 
63 60 60 –www.restaurantlasociete.com 
Les Ombres 27 quai Branly, Paris 7th – RER Pont-de-l’Alma – Tel +33 (0)1 47 53 68 00 – 
www.lesombres-restaurant.com 
Miss Kô 49-51 avenue George-V, Paris 8th – M° Georges-V – www.miss-ko.com 
L’Opéra Restaurant Palais-Garnier place Jacques-Rouché, Paris 9th – M° Opéra – www.opera-
restaurant.fr 
M.O.B. Paris Les Docks 34 quai d'Austerlitz, Paris 13th – M°Quai-de-la-Gare - www.mob-usa.com 
Monsieur Bleu 13 av du Président-Wilson, Paris 16th – M° Iena - www.palaisdetokyo.com 
Restaurant BON 25 rue de la Pompe, Paris 16th – M° Rue-de-la-Pompe – Tel + 33 (0)1 40 72 70 00 
www.restaurantbon.fr 
Kube Hotel 5 passage Ruelle, Paris 18th – M° La Chapelle – www.kubehotel.com 
Café des concerts  213 avenue Jean-Jaurès, Paris 19th – M° Porte-de-Pantin – 
www.citedelamusique.fr 
Ma Cocotte 106 rue des Rosiers, 93400 Saint Ouen - Tel + 33 (0)1 49 51 70 00 – www.macocotte-
lespuces.com 
Auguste 10 rue Saint-Sabin, Paris 11th – M° Bréguet-Sabin – www.augusteparis.com 
Le Bar à soupes 33 rue de Charonne, Paris 11th – M° Charonne – Tel +33 (0)1 43 57 53 79 – 
www.lebarasoupes.com 
La Cocotte 5 rue Paul-Bert, Paris 11th – M° Faidherbe-Chaligny – www.lacocotte.net 
Les Demoiselles 76 rue de Charonne, Paris 11th – M° Charonne – Tel +33 (0)1 47 00 53 03 

Showroom Silvera 41 rue du Faubourg-Saint-Antoine, Paris 11th – M° Bastille – www.silvera.fr 

 

 
 

> Paris Design Week, Paris Déco Off, Designer’s Days and Maison & Objet  
 
What big city doesn’t have a Design Week? For the last few years, Maison & Objet has been one of 
the key events on the Paris design and decor calendar. Regular exhibitors include Now! Design à 
vivre, devoted to design objects and furniture – it occupies an entire hall of the trade show, which 
takes place every year in September and January at the Parc des expositions de Villepinte. 
Exhibitors, manufacturers, and designers experiment, work on new design ideas and eco-design, 
play with forms and mix styles, etc. Since 2010, this huge fair has been joined by another event, 
Paris Déco Off, at which more than 70 prestigious design houses open their showrooms and latest 
collections to the public. The 6th edition of another event, Paris Design Week, will be taking place 
alongside Maison & Objet from 3 to 10 September 2016. The eight-day event invites French and 
international design professionals and the general public to discover the top spots for design in 
Paris, and avant-garde design at an exhibition titled ‘now! le Off’. Another big design event in Paris 
is the Designer’s Days. The six-day event features a design itinerary in Paris, in prestigious 
showrooms, galleries and other temporary exhibition spaces (Carreau du Temple, Modem, etc.). It is 
an opportunity to discover pop-up art installations and to buy pieces influenced by the latest 
trends. To be held from 30 May to 5 June 2016, around the theme ‘R/évolution’. 
 
 

www.maison-objet.com 
www.paris-deco-off.com 
www.parisdesignweek.fr 

www.designersdays.com 

 

http://www.colette.fr/
http://www.wikipearl.com/
http://www.groupe-haussmann.com/
http://www.groupe-haussmann.com/
http://www.miss-ko.com/
http://www.mob-usa.com/
http://www.citedelamusique.fr/
http://www.macocotte-lespuces.com/
http://www.macocotte-lespuces.com/
http://www.silvera.fr/
http://www.parisdesignweek.fr/
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> Paris in the era of eco-design 
 
Current trends are for ecological awareness and ‘responsible’ behaviour. Eco-design is a concept 
which certain designers have been addressing for several years. The Lieu du Design is a leading 
venue for the promotion of eco-design. Brands like Ekobo and Edea offer hand-made products, 
using renewable materials (bamboo, organic cotton, natural linen, etc.) that respect the 
environment. A visit to one of the specialist points of sale is a must. Recently, Hermès have opened 
a shop, the Petit H, inside their flagship store on Rue de Sèvres. This new concept aims to give new 
life to scrap fabrics (leather, fabrics) from their factories. These scraps are used to design creative 
and innovative items which illustrate the brand’s savoir faire, ethos and creativity.  
 

Maalkita 49 passage des Panoramas, Paris 2nd – M° Grands-Boulevards, RER Auber – 
www.maalkita.com 
Le Lieu du Design 11 Rue de Cambrai, Paris 19th – M° Corentin Cariou – 33 (0)1 40 41 51 02  
www.lelieududesign.com  
Musée du Quai-Branly shop 25 quai Branly, Paris 7th – M° Bir-Hakeim, RER Champ-de-Mars-Tour-
Eiffel - www.quaibranly.fr 
Petit H 17 rue de Sèvres, Paris  7th – M° Sèvres-Babylone – www.lesailes.hermes.com 
Plumes Indigo 10 avenue Trudaine, Paris 9th – M° Anvers, RER Gare-du-Nord – Tel +33 (0)1 48 78 03 

17 

 

> Design galleries 
 
Paris is full of design galleries. The Carpenters Workshop Gallery is a must-see: it showcases 18 
young designers and the Design-Art trend, utilitarian sculptures and furniture by artists. Design 
houses FR66 and Marcel by confirm Paris’s leading position as a city of cutting-edge creation, with 
new limited-edition collections every season. At galleries such as Kreo Patrick Seguin or, among 
others, Granville Gallery, you will find collection pieces exhibited like works of art. And, to 
discover the latest in design with a specialist, the company Design à Paris offers bespoke itineraries 
with a guide taking in design venues, interspersed with special opportunities to meet designers. 
Concept stores, unusual places, and showrooms not often accessible to the public reveal all their 
secrets. A new lighting brand has recently taken up residence in the 8th arrondissement of Paris. 
The Galerie Lumières displays antique and modern chandeliers against a backdrop of decorative 
objects and works of art. Historical lighting designs are well represented here. Opened in 1989, 
Galerie Patrick Seguin is located in Bastille, in a 300 m2 space designed by Jean Nouvel (Pritzker 
Prize 2008).  
 
The Paris design world mourned one of its iconic galleries in 2014, when Loïc Bigot announced he 
was closing his ToolsGalerie showroom and transferring his activity to offices in the 8th 
arrondissement of Paris. Good news: he has just re-opened with an all-new concept in the heart of a 
Paris district where the major Italian design brands can be found. His beautiful new showroom 
makes design accessible to all. 
Gallery S. Bensimon is the result of the dedication and keen eye of a lover of rare and beautiful 
things. A fashion, interior design and art enthusiast, Serge Bensimon has a taste for the eclectic. In 
2000 he opened a gallery where the focus is on bold, simple, elegant design. Passersby can admire 
unique, cutting-edge design objects in the window displays. The idiosyncratic vein continues in the 
interior spaces, with one-of-a-kind limited editions. Visitors can browse for items that reflect their 
own personality and current state of mind.  
 

NEW! ToolsGalerie, 1 rue Montalembert Paris 8th – M° Rue du Bac – www.toolsgalerie.com 
Ibu Gallery – Jardins du Palais-Royal 166 galerie de Valois, Paris 1st – M° Palais-Royal - Tel +33 (0)1 
42 60 06 41 - www.ibugallery.fr 
Maison Darre 32 rue du Mont-Thabor, Paris 1st – M° Concorde - Tel +33 (0)1 42 60 27 97 - 
www.maisondarre.com 
Passage du Grand Cerf 145 rue Saint-Denis and 8 rue Dussoubs, Paris 2nd – M° Étienne -Marcel – 
www.passagesetgaleries.org 

Fat Galerie 1 rue Dupetit-Thouars, Paris 3rd – fatgalerieactu.blogspot.fr 

http://www.lelieududesign.com/
http://www.ibugallery.fr/
http://www.maisondarre.com/
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 Galerie BSL 23 rue Charlot, Paris 3rd – M° Filles-du-Calvaire - Tel +33 (0)1 44 78 94 14 -

www.galeriebsl.com 
Galerie Gilles Peyroulet & Cie 80 rue Quincampoix, Paris 3rd – M° Temple - Tel +33 (0)1 42 78 85 11 
– www.galeriepeyroulet.com 
Galerie Gosserez 3 rue Debelleyme, Paris 3rd – M°Saint-Sébastien-Froissart - Tel + 33 (0)6 12 29 90 
40 - www.galeriegosserez.com 
Galerie Pierre-Alain Challier 8 rue Debelleyme, Paris 3rd – M°Saint-Sébastien-Froissart - Tel + 33 
(0)1 49 96 63 00 - www.pacea.fr 
NEW! Gallery S. Bensimon, 111, Rue de Turenne, Paris 3rd - M° Filles du Calvaire - Tel +33 (0)1 42 
74 50 77 - www.gallerybensimon.com 
Marcel by 28 rue Meslay, Paris 3rd – M° Temple – Tel +33 (0)1 57 40 80 77 - www.marcelby.fr 
Nordik Market 13 rue Charlot, Paris 3rd – M° Filles-du-Calvaire - Tel +33 (0)1 57 40 90 65 - 
http://www.nordikmarket.com 
NextLevel Galerie 8 rue Charlot, Paris 3rd – M° Filles-du-Calvaire - Tel +33 (0)1 44 54 90 88 - 
www.nextlevelgalerie.com 
Carpenter’s Workshop Gallery 54 rue de la Verrerie, Paris 4th – M° Hôtel-de-Ville - Tel +33 (0)1 42 
78 80 92 - www.carpentersworkshopgallery.com 
FR66 25 rue du Renard, Paris 4th – M° Rambuteau – Tel +33 (0)1 44 54 35 36 - www.fr66.com  
Galerie Kreo 31 rue Dauphine, Paris 6th – M° Odéon, RER Saint-Michel – Tel +33 (0)1 53 10 23 00 
www.galeriekreo.com 
Galerie Lumières 2 rue de Miromesnil, Paris 8th – M° Miromesnil – www.mathieulustrerie.com 
La Galerie italienne 75 rue de la Fontaine-au-Roi, Paris 11th – M° Couronnes – Tel +33 (0)1 49 29 07 
74 – www.galerieitalienne.com 
Galerie Patrick Seguin 5 rue des Taillandiers, Paris 11th – M° Ledru-Rollin – Tel +33 (0)1 47 00 32 35 
-www.patrickseguin.com 
Cat Berro 25 rue Guénégaud, Paris 6th – M° Saint-Germain-des-Prés - Tel +33 (0)1 43 25 58 10 – 
www.catberro.fr 
Galerie Maria Wettergren 18 rue Guénégaud, Paris 6th – M°Saint-Germain-des-Prés - Tel +33 (0)1 43 
29 19 60 - www.mariawettergren.com 
Galerie Yves Gastou 12 rue Bonaparte, Paris 6th – M°Saint-Germain-des-Prés - Tel +33 (0)1 53 73 00 
10 - www.galerieyvesgastou.com 
Granville Gallery 23 rue du Départ, Paris 14th – M°Montparnasse-Bienvenüe - Tel +33 (0)6 87 31 45 
34 - www.granvillegallery.org 
Ymer&Malta 44 rue La Condamine, Paris 17th – M° La Fourche - Tel +33 (0)1 58 59 15 90 - 
www.ymeretmalta.com 
Art in Paris - www.art-in-paris.fr 

Design à Paris – www.designaparis.com 

 
AND ALSO … 
 
> In the footsteps of great architects  
 
The French capital offers many opportunities to admire the work of top international architects: 
Franck O. Gehry’s organic shapes at the Cinémathèque or the Fondation Louis Vuitton for 
contemporary création; the transparent creations of Jean Nouvel at the Fondation Cartier, the 
Musée du Quai-Branly, the Institut du Monde Arabe, or the Philharmonie de Paris; the purity of 
Christian de Portzamparc’s design for the university centre in the 13th arrondissement and for the 
Cité de la musique; the style of Jakob and Macfarlane at the Docks–Cité de la mode et du design or 
in the renovation of the Swiss cultural centre in the Marais; the clever simplicity of Manuelle 
Gautrand at the Gaîté Lyrique or at the Citroën flagship store on the Champs-Elysées; Renzo Piano’s 
extravagant tube shapes at the Centre Pompidou, or Dominique Perrault’s majestic work at the 
Bibliothèque nationale de France–François-Mitterrand site. In short, architecture enthusiasts have 
plenty to see in Paris. A discovery of all of these places is now possible thanks to the collection of 
itineraries by Archi-bus, published by the Pavillon de l’Arsenal and the RATP. Several bus lines in 
Paris (30, 52, 60, 63, 64, 87, 88, 95, 96) the Traverse Ney-Flandre bus, tramline 3 and metro line 6 
can also be used to follow free downloadable guides on the Pavillon de l’Arsenal

http://www.galeriegosserez.com/
http://www.pacea.fr/
http://www.gallerybensimon.com/
http://www.nordikmarket.com/
http://www.nextlevelgalerie.com/
http://www.mathieulustrerie.com/accueil.php
http://www.catberro.fr/
http://www.mariawettergren.com/
http://www.granvillegallery.org/
http://www.ymeretmalta.com/
http://www.designaparis.com/
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or RATP websites, otherwise available at the welcome desk of the Paris Convention and Visitors 
Bureau. Guide users can also discover original or lesser-known must-see architecture projects at 
different stops. The ‘Parisian architecture in the 21st century’ map gathers a selection of 150 
innovative projects and creations in Paris. This map, an essential tool for architecture enthusiasts 
and professionals, marks individual projects and renovated or transformed areas in the city. It 
allows you to identify these spots along the route and draw up specific itineraries. Whether they 
have already been created, are undergoing construction, or have not yet begun, these different 
projects give visitors a genuinely modern and pioneering view of Paris, shaped by internationally-
renowned architects (Marc Mimram, Jean Nouvel, Renzo Piano, Rudy Riciotti, Dietmar Feichtinger, 
etc.). And, for more detailed explanations, nothing beats a tour with a specialist guide. Professional 
architects offer their services to help the public discover huge projects or hidden gems of Parisian 
architecture from the past and present day. Guided tours on architecture allow visitors to look at 
the city’s urban environment in a different way. All year round, the Cité Internationale 
Universitaire de Paris organizes architect-led visits. AimerParis offers walking tours on architecture 
to discover the latest trends. Promenades urbaines, Gin Tonique Tours, Andrea Ackerman, Peter 
Christophe, Paris histoire vivante and ArchiTrip use their expertise on urbanism and architecture to 
create bespoke tours for individuals or groups.  
 
 

Louvre Pyramid musée du Louvre, Paris 1st – M° Palais-Royal, RER Auber – www.louvre.fr 
Centre culturel suisse 38 rue des Francs-Bourgeois, Paris 3rd – M° Saint-Paul, RER Châtelet-Les 
Halles – www.ccsparis.com 
Centre Pompidou pl Georges-Pompidou, Paris 4th – M° Rambuteau, RER Châtelet-Les Halles – 
www.centrepompidou.fr 
Institut du monde arabe 1 rue des Fossés-Saint-Bernard, Paris 5th – M° Maubert-Mutualité – 
www.imarabe.org 
Musée du Quai-Branly 222 rue de l’Université, Paris 7th – RER Pont-de-l’Alma – www.quaibranly.fr 
Cinémathèque française 51 rue de Bercy, Paris 12th – M° Bercy, RER Gare-de-Lyon – 
www.cinematheque.fr 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, site François-Mitterrand quai François-Mauriac, Paris 13th  
M° Bibliothèque-François-Mitterrand, RER Bibliothèque-François-Mitterrand – www.bnf.fr 
Les Docks - Cité de la mode et du design 34 quai d’Austerlitz, Paris 13th – M°Gare-d’Austerlitz - 
www.paris-docks-en-seine.fr 
Fondation Cartier pour l’art contemporain 261 bd Raspail, Paris 14th – M° Raspail – 
fondation.cartier.com 
Cité de la musique 221 av Jean-Jaurès, Paris 19th – M° Porte-de-Pantin – www.cite-musique.fr 
Philharmonie de Paris Parc de la Villette, Paris 19th – M° Porte-de-Pantin - 
www.philharmoniedeparis.com 
Paris tourist office 25 rue des Pyramides, Paris 1st – M° Pyramides, RER Auber – www.parisinfo.com 
www.pavillon-arsenal.com 
www.ratp.f 
Architecture de collection – www.architecturedecollection.fr 
Cité internationale universitaire de Paris - www.ciup.fr 
Les Promenades urbaines – www.promenades-urbaines.com 
À travers Paris www.atraversparis.com 
AimerParis www.aimerparistours.com 
Andea Ackerman www.andrea-ackerman.com 
GA Paris – www.ga-paris.fr 
Gin Tonique Tours www.gin-tonique-tours.fr 
Paris Histoire Vivante www.parishistoirevivante.com 
Peter Christophe christophe.peter@noos.fr 

A full list of guides is available on parisinfo.com 

 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.paris-docks-en-seine.fr/
http://www.cite-musique.fr/
http://www.philharmoniedeparis.com/
http://www.promenades-urbaines.com/
http://www.aimerparistours.com/
http://www.andrea-ackerman.com/
http://www.ga-paris.fr/
http://www.gin-tonique-tours.fr/
http://www.parishistoirevivante.com/
mailto:christophe.peter@noos.fr
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> Unusual and mysterious Paris 
 
Paris is full of unusual and mysterious places, which are hugely popular with visitors in search of 
secrets or surprising discoveries. Here’s a list of some key places to see. At 39 rue du Château-
d’Eau, in the 10th arrondissement, you’ll find the smallest house in Paris. At 1.40 m wide, 5 m high 
and 3 m deep, it has a miniscule shop on the ground floor, and a first floor, now accessible from an 
apartment in the building next door. Metro stations Arsenal, Saint-Martin and Porte des Lilas-
Cinéma are also a must-see, even though they are ghost stations closed to the public since World 
War II, apart from the last-named, which is available for film shoots. They can add to an unusual 
walking itinerary in the streets of Paris for those who love unique Parisian treasures. The association 
Ademas offers 3-hour-long walking tours along 6 different metro lines, with lots of stories about the 
history of the Paris metro. The Paris Face Cachée festival prides itself on surprising even people 
who know Paris well: for example, the thrill of unexpectedly discovering a Masonic temple or 
behind the scenes of a cinema, through routes kept secret until the last minute. In 2016, during the 
fifth edition of the festival, you can explore the Hôtel de Lauzun, a magnificent 17th-century 
townhouse, with the festival players, take a behind-the-scenes tour of the Philharmonie, or an 
exclusive tour by torchlight, after closing hours, of the choir at the Basilique de Saint-Denis. It is a 
chance to see Paris in a new light. 
 

Smallest house in Paris: 39 rue du Château-d’Eau, Paris 10th – M° Château-d’Eau 
Station Arsenal, Paris 4th 
Station Saint-Martin, Paris 3rd/10th 
Station Porte des Lilas-Cinéma, Paris 19th/20th 
Ademas - www.ademas.assoc.free.fr 

www.parisfacecachee.fr (booking compulsory) 

 
> Les Puces du Design 
 
Les Puces du Design brings together the best design from the 1950s to the 1990s, with over 100 
exhibitors specializing in 20th century fashion and furniture. Held twice a year, this flea market has 
become the not-to-be-missed event for all vintage lovers thanks to its atmosphere and the quality 
of objects on sale. The 34th edition will take place from 19 to 22 May 2016 in Bercy Village. Fans of 
vintage design can find items by Knoll, Eames, Prouvé, Panton, Saarinen, Paulin and Sottsass. As 
usual, a hundred or so exhibitors are expected for this anniversary celebration. 
 

Puces du design place des Vins-de-France, Bercy Village, Paris 12th – M° Cour-Saint-Émilion – 
www.pucesdudesign.com 

 
 

> Design showrooms 
 
Keeping up with new trends in interior decoration is easy in Paris. The major design brands either 
have their own showrooms or display their creations in multi-brand sales spaces. All tastes are 
catered for, and Italian design is particularly well represented. 
 

La Verrière 63 rue de la Verrerie, Paris 4th – M° Hôtel-de-Ville - Tel +33 (0)1 42 71 17 07 -  
www.laverrieredesign.com 
Cappellini 242 bis boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris 7th – M° Rue-du-Bac – Tel +33 (0)1 42 84 03 78 - 
www.cappellini.it 
FR66 25 rue du Renard, Paris 4th – M° Rambuteau, RER Châtelet-Les Halles – www.fr66.com 
Cinna 189 boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris 7th – M° Rue-du-Bac – Tel +33 (0)1 44 39 07 00 - 
www.cinna.fr 
Edifice 27 bis boulevard Raspail, Paris 7th – M° Notre-Dame-des-Champs - Tel +33 (0)1 45 48 53 60 - 
www.edifice-design.com 
Kartell 242 boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris 7th – M° Rue-du-Bac – Tel +33 (0)1 45 48 68 37 - 
www.kartell.com

http://www.pucesdudesign.com/
http://www.laverrieredesign.com/
http://www.cinna.fr/
http://www.edifice-design.com/
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 Knoll 268 boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris 7th – M° Rue-du-Bac – Tel +33 (0)1 44 18 19 99 

www.knollint.com 
Mondomio 38 rue de Bellechasse, Paris 7th – M° Quai-de-la-Gare - Tel +33 (0)1 44 18 35 59 - 
www.mondomio.fr 
Roche Bobois 207 boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris 7th – M° Rue-du-Bac – Tel +33 (0)1 49 54 01 70 - 
www.roche-bobois.com 
État de Siège 21 avenue de Friedland, Paris 8th – M° Charles-de-Gaulle-Étoile – 
www.etatdesiege.com 
Sabz 22 rue Rottembourg, Paris 12th – M° Michel-Bizot - Tel +33 (0)1 40 21 30 05 - www.sabz.fr  
Har Design 75 quai de la Gare, Paris 13th – M° Quai-de-la-Gare – Tel +33 (0)1 53 61 37 61 – 
www.hardesign.fr 
MY Design 75 quai de la Gare, Paris 13th – M° Quai-de-la-Gare - Tel +33 (0)1 44 97 99 08 - www.m-
ydesign.com 

Silvera 58 avenue Kléber, Paris 16th – M° Boissière, RER Charles-de-Gaulle-Étoile – www.silvera.fr 

 
 
> Designer objects 
 
Design is not just synonymous with furniture, but also with objects such as chinaware and lights. 
Here are just a few addresses frequented by chic, bohemian and arty Parisians in search of the 
perfect object to adorn their apartment or to give as a stylish gift. Arteum, an art and design 
concept store, has three shops in Paris, including one at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs. 
 

107 Rivoli 107 rue de Rivoli, Paris 1st – M° Tuileries - Tel +33 (0)1 42 60 64 94 -
www.lesartsdecoratifs.fr 
Colette 213 rue Saint-Honoré, Paris 1st – M° Pyramide – www.colette.fr 
Persona Grata 38 rue Croix-des-Petits-Champs, Paris 1st – M° Palais-Royal – Tel +33 (0)1 42 97 44 44 
- www.persona-grata.com 
Zygote Design 3 passage du Grand-Cerf, Paris 2nd – M° Étienne-Marcel – Tel +33 (0)9 51 13 16 54 
www.zygote-design.fr 
UP Utile&Pratique 14 rue Froissart, Paris 3rd – M° Filles-du-Calvaire –Tel +33 (0)9 81 93 07 79 
Boutique du Centre Pompidou, place Georges-Pompidou, Paris 4th – M° Rambuteau, RER Châtelet-
Les Halles www.printemps.com  
Serendipity 81 rue du Cherche-Midi, Paris 6th – M° Rennes – Tel +33 (0)1 40 46 01 15 -
www.serendipity.fr 
Conran Shop 117 rue du Bac, Paris 7th – M° Rue-du-Bac – Tel +33 (0)1 42 84 10 01- 
www.conranshop.fr 
Sentou 26 boulevard Raspail, Paris 7th – M° Rue-du-Bac – Tel +33 (0)1 45 49 00 05 - www.sentou.fr 
Atypyk 17 rue Lambert, Paris 18th – M° Château-Rouge- www.atypyk.com 
Merci 111 rue Beaumarchais, Paris 11th – M° Saint-Sébastien-Froissart – www.merci-merci.com 

Arteum 2 place de La Défense, 92800 Puteaux – M° La Défense – www.arteum.com 

 
 

> Works by Le Corbusier in Paris 
 
Many of the famous architect’s creations can be seen in Paris and in outlying areas of the city. The 
Maison La Roche houses the Le Corbusier foundation in Paris. After renovation work, it is now open 
to the public and offers the opportunity to discover the work of the famous Swiss-born architect 
who adopted French nationality. In addition to the already accessible areas (the main hall, painting 
gallery, dining room), the public can now visit the caretaker’s apartment, the kitchen, bathroom, 
and dressing room: all representative of the modern movement embodied by the architect-designer-
town planner. Fans can also see another of his works at the Cité internationale universitaire de 
Paris, the Swiss pavilion, which houses the Swiss Foundation, and the Maison du Brésil, two 
exceptional examples of a ‘machine à habiter’ (machine to live in) as Le Corbusier used to call 
them. A walk around the Cité is also a unique opportunity to discover an open-air ‘exhibition’ 
presenting 40 national pavilions of diverse inspirations. Most recently, the Cité de Refuge, a social 
solidarity-based establishment created by Corbusier, is being transformed and given a new lease of 
life. The aim is to reconcile the building’s ‘social project’ and architectural heritage. In the same 

http://www.mondomio.fr/
http://www.roche-bobois.com/
http://www.sabz.fr/
http://www.m-ydesign.com/
http://www.m-ydesign.com/
http://www.colette.fr/
http://www.printemps.com/
http://www.merci-merci.com/
http://www.arteum.com/
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vein, the Péniche Louise Catherine, built in reinforced concrete by Corbusier for the Armée du 
Salut (Salvation Army), is being transformed into an architecture centre on Quai d’Austerlitz. 
Renovation work was entrusted to the agency ACYC architects and the design of the metallic 
structure to architect Shuhei Endo. The latter has designed a monumental metal creation named 
Springtechture, which will envelop the barge throughout the renovation period, which is expected 
to last two years. Work began with the creation of the construction site cover. The transformation 
includes three new naves in reinforced concrete, as well as a new access point for the public, 
specially adapted for visitors with reduced mobility.  
 

 

Fondation suisse Cité internationale universitaire de Paris 7 bd Jourdan, Paris 14th – RER Cité-
Universitaire - www.fondationsuisse.fr 
Asile flottant - Péniche Louise Catherine - quai d' Austerlitz, Paris 13th - M° Gare-d’Austerlitz - 
www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
Cité de Refuge 12 rue Cantagrel, Paris 13th – Bibliothèque-François-Mitterrand - 
www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
Palais du Peuple 29 rue des Cordelières, Paris 13th - M° Glacière - www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
Appartement-atelier Molitor 24 rue Nungesser-et-Coli, Paris 14th – M° Exelmans - 
www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
Atelier Ozenfant 53 avenue Reille, Paris 14th– M° Glacière - www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
Maison du Brésil 7 boulevard Jourdan, Paris 14th – RER Cité-Universitaire - www.maisondubresil.org 
Maison Jeanneret 8 square du Docteur-Blanche, Paris 16th – M° Jasmin - 
www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
Maison La Roche 10 square du Docteur-Blanche, Paris 16th – M° Jasmin – 
www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
Villa Savoye 82 rue de Villiers, 78300 Poissy - RER Poissy – www.villa-savoye.monuments-
nationaux.fr 
Villas Lipchitz-Miestchaninoff 9 allée des Pins, 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt - M° Porte-d’Auteuil - 
www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
Villa Stein-de-Monzie 17 rue du Docteur-Pauchet, 92240 Vaucresson – SNCF Vaucresson - 
www.fondationlecorbusier.fr 
And also www.paris.fr 

 
 
> A wealth of architecture on the streets of Paris 
 
To discover the architectural heritage of Paris, all you have to do is look around you. Each era has 
left an indelible trace on the urban landscape: the great works carried out by Baron Haussmann, 
which created a style that is forever associated with the French capital; art nouveau metro station 
entrances designed by Guimard; medieval Paris with the remains of the outer city wall from the 
reign of Philippe Auguste, and Gothic Paris with the Sainte-Chapelle, etc. Every walk through the 
streets of Paris is an opportunity to appreciate the history of its architecture. And, for a glimpse of 
the oldest house in the French capital, visit Rue de Montmorency. 
 

 

Gallo-Roman circuit: Arènes de Lutèce, Termes de Cluny, archaeological crypt on the square in 
front of Notre-Dame, etc. www.paris.culture.fr 
 
Medieval circuit: Notre-Dame cathedral, Sainte-Chapelle, the Conciergerie, the churches of Saint-
Merri, Saint-Séverin, Saint-Julien-le-Pauvre and Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois, the mansion houses of 
Cluny and Sens, the Collège des Bernardins, the rue des Jardins-Saint-Paul with the longest 
preserved section of the outer city wall under Philippe Auguste, etc. www.paris.fr and 
www.carnavalet.paris.fr 
 
Haussmann circuit: the Grands Boulevards, avenue de l’Opéra, boulevard de Sébastopol, Saint-
Augustin church, Place de l’Étoile, Théâtre de la Ville and Théâtre du Chatelet, Gare de Lyon and 
Gare de l’Est, Parc Montsouris and Parc des Buttes-Chaumont, etc. www.carnavalet.paris.fr 

http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.villa-savoye.monuments-nationaux.fr/
http://www.villa-savoye.monuments-nationaux.fr/
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/
http://www.paris.fr/
http://www.paris.culture.fr/fr/guide_frm_crypte.htm
http://www.paris.fr/
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parc_des_Buttes-Chaumont
http://www.carnavalet.paris.fr/
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Galleries and covered arcades circuit: all the covered arcades still existing in the capital were 
built over a period of just 60 years, between the end of the 18th century and the middle of the 19th 
century. www.paris.fr 
 
Universal Expositions circuit: the Eiffel Tower, the Pont Alexandre-III, Petit Palais and the Grand 
Palais, the Musée de l’Art Moderne of Paris and the Palais de Chaillot. www.parisinconnu.com 
 
Art Nouveau circuit: the apartment blocks on Rue La Fontaine in the 16th, the ‘nouille’ style metro 
entrances by Guimard, number 29 Avenue Rapp and the Square Rapp for works by Jules Lavirotte, 
the glass roofs of Paris’s department stores. www.paris.fr 
 
Modern circuit: the villas Mallet-Stevens in Rue Mallet-Stevens and the fire station in Rue Mesnil, 
buildings by Le Corbusier at numerous sites previously listed, la Maison de verre by Pierre Chareau 
on Rue St-Guillaume, Auguste Perret buildings on Rue Franklin or Rue Raynouard, etc. 
 
Cité universitaire de Paris circuit: a veritable architectural exhibition with 40 houses built by 
different architects throughout the 20th century, the grounds of the Cité offer a summary of 
architectural trends of the period: neoclassic, modern and contemporary. www.ciup.fr 
 
Seine Rive Gauche circuit: a summary of contemporary architecture in this new district built 
around the Bibliothèque nationale de France François-Mitterrand. Christian de Portzamparc, 
Norman Foster, Ricardo Bofill, Jean-Michel Wilmotte and many others offer a panorama of current 

trends. www.parisrivegauche.com 

 
 
 

Press contact   
+33 (0)1 49 52 53 27 – press@parisinfo.com  
This press file has been produced in collaboration with the Art Process agency & Yves Mirande. 
Photo credits: Beaugrenelle, Roland-Garros, Musée Rodin, Versailles-Pavillon Dufour-DPA, Poste 
du Louvre (Dominique Perrault-Architecture), Aesop, Papier Tigre, Baccarat (Laurent Parrault), 
Ile Seguin (AJN), Sopic Paris (DUSAPIN-SIBAT-VHILS), Hôtel Providence (Benoît Linero).  
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